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As we move into the Autumn, with the hot weather
from June/July well behind us, HAI is providing its most
comprehensive programme of training to-date, with
courses as diverse as Manual Handling and Introduction
to Successful Branding being held at the office here on
the N7 outside Rathcoole, Co. Dublin. It’s often difficult
to adequately sum up in writing the power of meeting
colleagues from across the industry on the training days. This
sharing of experiences and information is a huge advantage
over training provided by other trade associations – it’s sector
specific, relevant, and supports building relationships with
others in the same boat. It’s hard to place a value on the
addition of this to what is formally learnt on the day. Read
about the remaining courses for this season on page 54.
In the lead up to The Hardware Show next February – back
at Citywest for 2019 – much work is being done here at the
office to make it the best we can provide both as an exhibitor
and visitor experience. With each Show that passes,
we learn what more (or less) can be done, and with this
forthcoming Show it is about ensuring the networking aspect
of the event is as good as it can be - more comfy seating,
free refreshments for HAI members at the HAI stand located
in the middle of the venue, and a return of the free lunch
for visitors and exhibitors in a dedicated area upstairs to the
main exhibition area. Read about what else we have in store
for you on page 52.
The business index results on page 6 show that the good
weather brought with it a welcome boost following the
slump from the abnormally cold snap during the first quarter
followed by a late Spring. It has been my wish for some
time to be able to mine the detail behind the business index
results and specifically comment on the categories that
boosted sales over the warm period. Unfortunately, due to
a lack of harmonisation in the industry around names and
codes, we are not in a position to do so, but we have created
a project that could be the start of bringing a more cohesive

approach to data gathering so that – in
the medium to long term – this could
be possible. Read about our Construction
Product Regulation Portal on page 42.
Steve Collinge continues to add to our editorial
team by providing a thought-provoking article on the
value of brands on page 32. Is a brand now becoming
a commodity in the race to the bottom on price, or do
customers still see brand values that beat the bottom ¤?
Following a Hardware Journal survey of what our readers
would like to see more of as our content evolves, we have
introduced a pull-out Building Materials supplement in this
edition. Read what else is appropriate and relevant content
as told by our readers on page 30, and enjoy the 20-page
supplement on the latest news and information at the heavyend of building materials.
And finally, our cover story notes the rise of two French guys
who had an idea following the slow renovation of one of
their homes in the French countryside some years ago. That
slow renovation was worth the pain, because Mano Mano
– which was founded in 2013 by venture capital investors
and DIY enthusiasts Philippe de Chanville and Christian
Raisson – allows customers to buy DIY products online from
its network of merchants and has built a community where
DIY enthusiasts can get advice and support for their projects.
And, in the five years since its formation, it has revenues
in excess of ¤450 million with two million customers in six
countries in Europe. Read about this phenomenal growth
rate on page 40.

Annemarie Harte
Chief Executive Officer – HAI
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Market Intelligence

BUSINESS INDEX –
QUARTER 2 2018 RESULTS
158 member branches are included in the HAI Business Index.
On average, member firms were up 10% year-on-year for Quarter 2
2018. A positive second quarter following a sluggish start to the year, no
doubt impacted by the good weather in May/June. 77% of members
indicate the summer heatwave had a positive impact on their garden/
outdoor sales turnover.
The positive year-on-year performance for Quarter 2 peaks among
Dublin member firms, followed by the Rest of Leinster, Connacht/Ulster
and Munster. Smaller hardwares had an outstanding second quarter
with 23% growth on 2017 – must have been the increase in fly spray/
repellent sales!
The Quarter 2 monthly moving average is an increase of 6%. The decline
between May and June is similar to last year (June 2017 = 95%).
The monthly moving average for Quarter 2 is very consistent across
member groups.
How to get involved
The more retailers and merchants involved in contributing to the index,
the more robust the data. All raw data is kept confidential and never
revealed to HAI. If you agree to participate in the monthly business index,
you will receive an email from Behaviours and Attitudes, our research
partner, once a quarter (usually at the start of the second week), asking
for several pieces of information that will form the benchmark survey:
• Number of employees
• Location of business
• What type of area your business operates in, i.e. to get an urban/
rural split
• Annual sales turnover (less VAT) for your business for 2017 broken
down by month
• Sales turnover per month for 2018
Once this benchmark is complete you will only be asked for one piece
of information each quarter thereafter, sales turnover per month for the
quarter. Please call 01 298 0968 for more information and to participate.
What our members say
Padraic Rogers, Owner Topline Rogers, Ballymote, Co. Sligo
“We at Topline Rogers are finding Hardware Association Ireland’s
business index a great help to our business. We are finding it great being
able to compare our business performance against people in our region
with a similar size business, it’s a great help. It helps us plan and project
for where our business is going. It’s very timely for our industry, pity it
didn’t happen years ago!”
Stephen Blewitt, General Manager Agribusiness, Aurivo
“The benefits to our business are:
1. With 35 retail outlets spread geographically across eight counties
and three provinces, we find the breakdown of regions very useful in
the report.
2. To be the best you need to compare yourself to the industry and
the monthly benchmarks help us decipher the areas we are over or
underperforming in versus the industry.
3. The fact it is completely anonymous gives us the confidence to be
totally open with the figures we provide.”
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News & Products

MERCHANTS AND MODA MAKE
PERFECT MATCH
Consumers all aspire to having beautiful homes, but creating a complete
interior design look, especially coordinating colour, can be a little bit of a
challenge for many. Too much colour choice can overwhelm even the most
stylish and colour confident. Moda has been created by Dulux to make it easy
to help your customer achieve the look they desire by presenting five curated
capsule paint collections. Moda is a luxurious matt paint that uses specially
blended clays to deliver beautiful depth of colour. It is effortless to apply and
velvety to the touch. Each palette is especially chosen to create a styled
finished look. Described as ‘interior style in a colour card’, each Moda palette
has been curated using a family of five colours, some of which are statement,
some neutral, all of which work beautifully together. The five palettes include
the mineral inspired earth tones of ‘Mineral Glow’, beach inspired ‘Coastal
Calm’, romance inspired ‘True Romance’, Hollywood inspired ‘Subtle Glamour’
and male/female inspired ‘Him & Her’.

GLANBIA’S #PINKBALES
CAMPAIGN RETURNS
Pink silage bales are set to be a common sight once again in
the countryside this summer, as Glanbia’s limited-edition pink
silage wrap goes on sale in aid of Breast Cancer Ireland.
Farmers around Ireland are being encouraged to get
behind the worthy cause. For every roll of pink Mastercrop
Agristretch silage wrap purchased across all Glanbia
Agribusiness and CountryLife branches – as well as online
on GlanbiaConnect.com – a donation will be made to Breast
Cancer Ireland.
More than ¤25,000 has been raised in the last three years
from Glanbia’s #PinkBales campaign for Breast Cancer
Ireland.
Farmers are encouraged to share photos and videos of their
pink bales on social media using the hashtag #PinkBales and,
this year, Glanbia Agribusiness will award a range of prizes for
the best photos or videos received through social media.
Supporters can also donate to the campaign by buying
a Breast Cancer Ireland ¤2 trolley token key ring or pin,
available through all of Glanbia’s 53 branches.
Commenting on last year’s initiative, CEO of Breast Cancer
Ireland Aisling Hurley said: “I’d like to thank the farming
community for getting behind the #PinkBales campaign last
year and hope to see them doing it across the country again
this year. We greatly value the PinkBales campaign as it
highlights and makes people more aware of the importance
of taking their breast health seriously.”
Kilkenny camogie star and Glanbia business manager Niamh
Bambrick added: “Breast Cancer has touched the lives of so
many farming families and as a sports person I’m delighted to
support Glanbia’s Pink Bales campaign.”
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Kilkenny senior camogie players Niamh Bambrick and Meighan Farrell
pictured with Glanbia’s limited-edition pink silage wrap. Credit: Pat Moore
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TRAVIS
PERKINS MULLS
QUITTING DIY
MARKET
Builders’ merchant group Travis Perkins has posted a firsthalf pre-tax loss of £123m because of its exposure to the
consumer DIY market.
Business is going okay for Travis Perkins in the construction
industry; its problems relate to its chain of Wickes DIY stores,
a sector already struggling across the board even before a
snowy March and April kept DIY-ers out of the stores.
Travis Perkins booked a £246m write-off of goodwill in Wickes
in the first half of 2018 and is slashing cost from the business.
The board is now looking at whether it wants to be dealing
with the High Street consumer at all.
A comprehensive review of its business has been launched,
focusing on “defining a simplified group structure aligned
more closely with its core customer base”.
Chief executive John Carter said: “Our trade-focused
businesses in General Merchanting, Contracts, Toolstation
and Plumbing & Heating achieved good sales growth despite
experiencing a volatile first half. These businesses exited
the period with encouraging momentum and, supported by
a continued focus on cost, they remain on track to deliver

modest profit growth for the full year.
“Our consumer-focused business, Wickes, has had a far more
challenging period as weaker consumer spending trends,
combined with a difficult competitive environment, have held
back profitability. Consequently, the Wickes team is executing
a significant cost reduction programme. Whilst these savings
will help drive improved profitability through the second half
of the year, Wickes’ profits will be lower than previously
expected.
“Against a backdrop of changing market conditions which are
expected to continue for the foreseeable future, the group has
commenced a comprehensive review of its business, with a
view to driving stronger performance and enhanced value for
shareholders in the medium term.”
Source: www.theconstructionindex.co.uk

DIY CHAINS LAUNCH SAFETY
REVIEW
The UK’s biggest DIY chains have announced they are reviewing
the safety of their weedkillers, as a US court ruled a commonlyused ingredient had given a man cancer.
Homebase confirmed it was undertaking a review following
a California jury’s recent decision to award a groundskeeper
$289million after concluding the weedkiller Roundup had caused
his terminal non-Hodgkins lymphoma.
B&Q also confirmed that it is reviewing its products, although
it said it began prior to the verdict. Between them, the two
companies have nearly 600 stores.
The US jury found Roundup’s manufacturer, agri-business giant
Monsanto, failed to warn consumers about known health risks.
Monsanto will appeal the verdict and has insisted the product is
safe.
Roundup is legal for sale throughout the EU including the UK.
Its active ingredient, glyphosate, kills all plant life and since
Monsanto’s patent expired in 2000 it can be found in most
commercial and industrial weed killers worldwide.
Farmers spray glyphosate on fields after harvesting one year’s crop
and before planting the next, to ensure a weed-free crop.
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In the EU its use was relicensed for five years last October, by 18
votes to nine. The UK, Germany and Poland voted in favour of its
continued use, but Belgium and France were among those to vote
against. President Macron said the chemical would be banned by
the French government within three years.
In 2015 a study by the World Health Organisation for the UN
concluded the chemical was “probably carcinogenic to humans”.
But the US Environmental Protection Agency says it is safe to
use and the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) which is the
authorising body for EU countries, concluded in 2015 it is unlikely
to cause cancer in humans.
A spokeswoman for Homebase said yesterday: “In light of the
news we will be reviewing our product range.”
A spokeswoman for B&Q said: “We offer alternatives to
glyphosates and we are currently undertaking a broader review of
all our garden products.”
She said the company’s broader review of garden products was
already underway in advance of the recent US court ruling.
Source: www.telegraph.co.uk
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STORE REVAMP
FOR HEITON
BUCKLEY
Heiton Buckley – one of Ireland’s leading suppliers of doors,
floors, bathrooms, garden, plumbing, building materials and
heating products – officially unveiled its newly refurbished
Monaghan branch at the beginning of July. GAA star Conor
McManus, CEO of Grafton Merchanting Patrick Atkinson,
Branch Manager Cora Maguire and building contractor and
longstanding customer Gary McPhillips officially cut the
ribbon and kicked off the celebrations, which included a live
broadcast by Northern Sound’s Joe Finnegan Show.
Located in Milltown, the branch was originally opened in
November 1984 as Pattons of Monaghan and was owned
and operated by David Patton before being acquired
by Heiton Buckley in 1996. Now, the newly revamped
branch – which employs 14 people – has been completely
transformed to offer customers more products, a better
customer experience, and a more accessible layout.

Commenting on the opening, Branch Manager Cora
Maguire said: “We are delighted to have officially opened
our newly refurbished branch to our customers. The store
refit has been created with the customer in mind and we
believe the new layout will enhance the overall customer
experience. Thanks to our increased floor space, we have
added to our product range to give customers even more
choice coupled with great value and customer service.”

HAT-TRICK
OF AWARDS
FOR FLAIR
SHOWERS
Flair Showers are proud to have received three design
accolades in 2018, in recognition of their new ORO
Frameless Shower Door range. The iF Design Award,
RedDot Award, and Good Design Award are seals of
global design excellence and a testimony of quality for
the ORO range.
With a graceful aesthetic, ORO is a union of design
innovation and functional perfection. The hand-crafted
ORO door handle is one of a kind and distinctly
individual. Elegance shines through the curved profile
and hinge detailing. Each ORO component is carefully
considered to enhance the user experience every day.
Throughout the two-year design and development
September/October 2018

process in Ireland, there has been tight collaboration
between design, engineering and manufacturing to
prototype, test, refine and produce this signature
range.
ORO has recently been selected on distinguished
design projects such as the Grand Central Hotel,
Belfast, and Marianella in Rathgar, Dublin. ORO is
recognised as a premium shower door experience
imbued with quality and luxury.
Founded in County Cavan in 1952, Flair have built up
a trusted reputation as a specialist in the production
of quality shower doors and bath screens, and are the
oldest manufacturer of their kind in Ireland.
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COILLTE TO STOCKPILE UK TIMBER
State forestry group Coillte is seeking additional
warehousing capacity in the UK so that it can stockpile
three months’ worth of timber products as a contingency
measure against a hard Brexit.
Coillte is concerned that a hard Brexit could lead to
long delays at customs checks at British ports, which
could severely disrupt its logistics chain and affect the
timeliness of deliveries to customers.
Some 72% of Coillte’s products are exported to the UK,
with about another 10% moved by road through Britain for
continental European markets.
Coillte is also looking at the feasibility of using the North
as a land bridge to its customers in Britain, assuming there
will be no restrictions from the North into England.
In addition, the company is considering options around
moving from truck deliveries to whole-ship movements to
reduce administration. In the past 12 months, Coillte has
consolidated its key sales activities in Dartford, 18 miles

southeast of central London.
Coillte also recently resumed shipments to the United
States, after an absence of more than a decade. This is
aimed at trying to reduce the company’s reliance on the
UK market.
Coillte’s chief executive Fergal Leamy said the company
was taking a number of steps to protect the company
against a no-deal Brexit in 2019.
“Nobody knows right now what the final shape of Brexit
will be, but we have to be proactive and we have to do
everything we can to protect our position in what is our
most important market,” he said.
“It is a significant challenge, but the reality is the UK will
remain a dominant market for Coillte. It is the second
largest importer of timber in the world and that’s not going
to change overnight. The actions we’re taking are prudent
and I believe we have the best possible contingency plans
for the business.”

KINGFISHER
HERALD
HEATWAVE
SALES BOOST
B&Q owner Kingfisher, Europe’s second largest home
improvement retailer, said prolonged warm weather lifted
sales but the weak performance of its French business
Castorama darkened its outlook. A warm summer helped
group underlying second quarter sales rise 1.6% in the three
months to 31st July, with hosepipes and fans in particular
demand. The sales rebounded from a 4% decline in the first
quarter, when winter snow storms had hurt the business.
Kingfisher said it was on track to deliver on its “strategic
milestones” for this year, but its shares dropped 3% to
280 pence after the trading statement as analysts said that
struggling Castorama, where quarterly underlying sales fell
3.8%, would weigh on annual results.
Kingfisher said it was pleased with the recovery at its B&Q
and Screwfix businesses in Britain and that it would take
steps to improve Castorama.
“The performance of Castorama France has been more
difficult and as a result we have put additional actions in
place to support our full year performance in France with the
benefits expected to come through in the second half,” Chief
Executive Veronique Laury said in a statement on Thursday.
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Interactive Investor’s head of markets Richard Hunter called
Kingfisher’s performance in France “something of a concern”
and added that the company’s share price has recently
tended to focus on the negatives.
The London-listed stock has lost 23% over the last six
months, compared to a 3% rise in Britain’s bluechip index .
FTSE, of which it is a constituent.
That share price fall comes amid struggles across the home
improvement sector as a whole in Britain in recent months,
with rival Homebase shutting stores and Wickes, owned by
Travis Perkins, warning of tough trading due to weak sales of
kitchens and bathrooms.
B&Q reported hosepipes and sprinklers sales rose by 400%,
while sales of charcoal for barbecues were up 75%. The
business also sold out of paddling pools and shifted 305,000
fans.
Hargreaves Lansdown said it was worrying that Kingfisher’s
sales in Britain were “more a function of a scorching summer
than any underlying progress”, saying the pressure was on
the group to deliver.
Source: Reuters
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FLEETWOOD LAUNCHES NEW FANDECK
Fleetwood Paints are delighted to announce the introduction of
Colour Perfect, the company’s brand-new colour range.
Fleetwood Paints have brought out a unique fandeck of colour to
the Irish paint market: a one-of-a-kind colour reference that has
been researched and developed for nearly five years to be a staple
item to have in store for advising on colour and paint selection.
A total of 1,979 handpicked colours have been carefully divided
into three easy-to-use palettes: cool and warm whites and lights,
exceptionally versatile neutrals and dynamic pure colours.
It has been 15 years since Fleetwood Paints have produced a
fandeck that boasts so many different shades of colour. Paint
companies are often asked: “How do you pick your colours? What
about colour names? Where do you draw inspiration from?”
The colours chosen are those that reflect the Irish climate and
year-on-year trends in interior design, information that has been
gathered from a trusted and dedicated team of Irish interior
designers and the Fleetwood colour labs knowledge of colour
forecasting.
Fleetwood Paints have given a nod to almost every town, brook
and county in Ireland. Be it a blue for the blue skies and sea
surrounding Dingle Harbour, or a yellow for the “Valley of
Diamonds” sun-kissed sands of Enniscrone, this fan-deck is an
acknowledgment to our colourful Irish heritage.

To make choosing colour a clearer
and more transparent process for
customers and to help the sales
team explain paint, Fleetwood have
included a section that explains the
different finishes from matt to a high
gloss, and the different types of paint
to tint these colours into: interior walls
and ceilings, exterior walls, wood/
metal, and furniture and primers.

Elevate your
business
With business software
that works on every level
Selling across a trade counter while seamlessly
managing margin, branches, online sales, stock
and cash ﬂow remains key to being at your
best. Your existing system should ease this
burden but often doesn’t because it simply
wasn’t intended for today’s digital world.
Intact iQ is a next generation ERP solution
designed for the building supplies industry.
It will turn your entire business into a
continuous ﬂow of information and efﬁciencies
enabling your business to operate at its best.

Get started at
intactsoftware.com
September/October 2018
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CROWN TRADE EXTENDS
CLEAN EXTREME RANGE
Crown Trade has extended its popular Clean Extreme range
of high-performance, scrubbable, and stain resistant paints to
include specialist solutions to tackle dirt, mould and bacteria.
The water-based range offers three quick-drying and low-odour
solutions to creating clean and hygienic surfaces and features
Clean Extreme Stain Resistant Scrubbable Matt, Clean Extreme
Mould Inhibiting Scrubbable Matt and Clean Extreme AntiBacterial Scrubbable Matt. The full Clean Extreme range is also
available in a high performance, stain-resistant, durable and
washable Acrylic Eggshell mid sheen finish.
Ideally suited to high-traffic areas such as hallways and corridors,
Crown Trade’s Clean Extreme Stain Resistant Scrubbable Matt
has a durability level of 10,000 scrubs and has been specifically
developed to retain its flat matt appearance and ‘just painted’
appeal even after rigorous cleaning. Extreme Stain Resistant
Scrubbable Matt has also been independently tested to ISO
11998 Class 1 scrub rating. Recently voted ‘Best Trade Durable
Matt in the Market’ by the Decorators Forum, Clean Extreme is a
popular choice with tradespeople looking for a high performance,
low maintenance finish that is also easy to apply.
For areas prone to condensation such as kitchens and
bathrooms as well as void properties, Crown Trade’s Clean
Extreme Mould Inhibiting Scrubbable Matt can offer long lasting
protection from unsightly and unhygienic mould. Combining a
high opacity matt formulation with a built-in fungicide that puts
a stop to mould growth on the paint film, Crown Trade’s Clean
Extreme Mould Inhibiting Scrubbable Matt is highly resistant to

stains and can be repeatedly cleaned and scrubbed without any
detriment to the finish.
For surfaces that need to be hygienically clean, such as
healthcare facilities, food preparation areas or children’s play
rooms, Crown Trade’s Clean Extreme Anti-Bacterial Scrubbable
Matt provides a high quality anti-bacterial finish, enhanced by the
independently-tested SteriTouch® silver ion technology which
protects against the growth of bacteria. As well as being stain
resistant, Clean Extreme Anti-Bacterial Scrubbable Matt has
been specifically formulated to withstand rigorous cleaning and
scrubbing to give extra peace of mind.
The full Clean Extreme range is available in hundreds of tinted
colours to help create stylish and attractive décor schemes that
are both colourful and clean.

GRAFTON SEE REVENUE
JUMP
Grafton Group has seen its revenue jump 9% to £1.45bn
(¤1.6bn) in the six months to 30th June, according to a
trading update from the group.
During the period, all of the group’s segments reported
growth in profitability.
Profit before tax was up 19% year-on-year to £90m, with
the group reporting strong organic growth in its Irish and
Netherlands merchanting business.
In addition, the company said that its Woodie’s business in
Ireland and mortar manufacturing business in the UK had
performed “excellently”.
Grafton said that further positive progress towards mediumterm financial objectives had been made, with the operating
margin increasing by 50 bps to 6.4% and return on capital
employed by 80bps to 14%.
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“Excellent organic growth in key markets has been
complemented by the positive impact of self-help measures
and development activity,” Gavin Slark, CEO of Grafton, said.
“The geographic diversity of our operations continues to
be an important strength of the group. We made further
progress towards our medium-term financial objectives and
invested £120m on the Leyland SDM acquisition and capital
projects to support future growth in profitability.”
During the period the group reported strong cash flow of
£110m from its operations.
There was a 14% increase in dividend, in line with what the
company described as its “progressive dividend policy”.
Last week, Grafton announced that it is raising ¤160m in
the US via a private placement to refinance existing debt.
Source: www.independent.ie
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Visit the national joinery and
furniture manufacturing show

Co-located with

Elements is an exhibition for furniture suppliers
covering components, fixtures and fittings, decors and
finishings taking place alongside the W Exhibition.

www.Wexhibition.co.uk
@W_Exhibition
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KASP INTRODUCE
145 MARINE
PADLOCK RANGE
Kasp, the leading brand in security from Carl Kammerling,
is launching a superb high quality Kasp 145 Marine Padlock
Range – specifically designed for outdoor use. Designed
and manufactured to the highest standards and backed by
the Kasp ten-year guarantee, Kasp 145 Marine padlocks are
available in two security levels (medium and high); 40mm and
50mm, standard and long shackle, both keyed to differ and
keyed alike combinations.
Ideal for a multitude of applications and backed by the Kasp
quality guarantee, the 145 Marine Padlocks offer a secure
padlock with exceptional weather resistance (exceeding ISO
9227 salt spray requirements, showing no sign of corrosion
or mechanical failure). The mirror chromed solid brass body,
rust-free internal components, 316 stainless steel shackle and
rubber shackle seal, combine to provide corrosion resistance
in the most extreme environments.
Security is paramount and, with a double bolted shackle to
resist torsion/pull attack and a 5 pin anti-pick cylinder, the 145

Marine padlock is also designed to withstand manipulation.
To help promote the Kasp 145 Marine Padlock Range in-store,
there’s also a compact eye-catching counter display available,
designed to encourage impulse purchases at point of sale.
Tina Skinner, Brand Director at Kasp comments: “We are
delighted to be launching the new 145 Marine Padlocks,
designed and developed to the exacting high standards
people have come to expect from Kasp. A secure padlock
with exceptional weather resistance, the 145 Marine Series
offers many benefits for consumers needing a strong
and reliable solution to their outdoor security needs. We
are also keen to help retailers maximise sales and offer
an eye-catching counter display to make the purchase of
marine padlocks an easy one at point of sale, together with
consumer-friendly packaging which clearly highlights the
security level and lock’s usage.”
Call Kasp now for more details on 01758 704704 or visit
www.kaspsecurity.co.uk

HAI ANNOUNCE NEW
MEMBERSHIP SALES MANAGER
Hardware Association Ireland is pleased to welcome
Laurence Cox as its new Membership Sales Manager.
Laurence has over 25 years sales experience into and
through the Irish Builders Merchants Market. He has
previous experience in a membership organisation as
the Founding Chairperson of the External Insulation
Suppliers Association, a lobbying and networking
organisation focussed on the external wall insulation
market. From insulation to plasterboard, flooring
to hygienic cladding, adhesives to flues, and most

recently in the plumbing and heating sectors,
Laurence has developed contacts at all levels and
within most product categories throughout the
industry.
He plans to utilise these contacts to drive
membership of HAI, further enabling it to wholly
represent the Irish hardware industry.
For any new or returning membership
queries you can reach Laurence at Laurence@
hardwareassociation.ie or call 01 2980969.

Business Management Software
for Merchants and Wholesalers
Merchant is affordable, flexible and simple to use
Product & price management

Integrated ledger accounting

Flexible sales functionality

Trade & consumer e-commerce

Purchasing & stock control

Price & availability lookup

For more information contact us on 016260155
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MOBILE APPS: AN ESSENTIAL
BUSINESS TOOL
There’s huge value in the data you hold in your business system
but it’s no use to you in the office if you spend most of your time
out of the office. And the same goes for your delivery team, sales
reps, warehouse staff and management team who are often on
the move.
In this digital world, decisions need to be made quickly,
information needs to be at hand and you need to offer what your
competitors can’t.
With smartphone applications, you can give your staff the ability
to easily create, access and share business information through
hand-held mobile devices. As well as giving them real-time
access to data anywhere, anytime, you’re enabling them to do
their jobs as quickly and efficiently as possible and without any
significant investment on infrastructure or setup. Plus, adoption
rates are high as many are already familiar with using mobile
apps.
By 2020, mobile apps are forecast to generate around US$189
billion in revenues via app stores and in-app advertising. Some
of the most popular operating system-native stores are Apple’s
App Store, Google Play, as well as Windows Phone Store and
BlackBerry App World. As of March 2017, there were 2.8 million

available apps at Google Play Store and 2.2 million apps available
in the Apple’s App Store, the two leading app stores in the world.
From your warehouse floor to the sales reps on the road,
integrated mobile ERP applications are rapidly reinventing the
employees experience. And the associated benefits for your
business are vast; increased productivity, improved customer
service, reduced admin costs and increased revenue potential.
Not to mention eliminating all those calls back to the office.
The challenge for you is to understand how best to harness these
apps to achieve your medium and long-term commercial goals.
And to work out who has the most to benefit from being more
mobile.
So, don’t be afraid to embrace the digital revolution and don’t let
it pass you by. As a race, we are incredibly adaptable, so rather
than feel overwhelmed by it all, take some time to learn about the
benefits of enterprise mobility; for you, your employees and your
business.
If you would like to learn more about how your employees or
business might benefit from increased mobility, please do not
hesitate to contact us on 042-9331742 or check out
www.intactsoftware.com

 Ireland’s fastest growing buying group.
 Every members voice counts.
 Low on cost, high on return.

“Together we achieve more”
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BOSTIK ANNOUNCES
NEW CEMENTONE
RANGE
Bostik Cementone Colours
for Cement are specially
formulated to colour
cement, concrete, renders,
mortars and screeds. Bostik
Cementone Colours for Cement use pigments that conform to EN
12878:2005. They are suitable for interior and exterior use and are
intermixable to give a wide range of shades.
Bostik Cementone Colours for Cement – for concrete, mortar, render
and screeds – is lightfast, lime resistant and disperses easily into the
dry mix. It will not affect the strength of the finished mixture.
Bostik Cementone PVA building adhesive, primer, admixture and
sealer is ready to use and is suitable for a wide range of building
jobs. It is not only an excellent adhesive, but also a highly effective
primer, admixture, bonding agent and dust proofer. It is economical
to use and suitable for interior use and dry service conditions.
Finally, Bostik Mortar Plasticiser is for smooth easy to work mortar.
Bostik Mortar Plasticiser improves the workability of mortars
without the addition of lime. It helps remove grittiness to provide a
smooth mortar with improved adhesion. It also reduces the water
content of the mortar.

AVAILABLE FROM ALL

GOOD BUILDERS PROVIDERS

NOW OVER

,500
6PRODUCTS!

For further information contact TIMco on
N. IRELAND: Tel: +44 (0)2890992305
IRELAND: Tel: +353 (0)4763538

sales@TIMco.ie • www.TIMco.ie
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MCMAHON’S
BOOST
PROFITS TO
€7.8M
The company behind the McMahon’s Builders Providers
chain recorded an 83% increase in profit last year as trading
rebounded in tandem with the growth in the Republic’s
construction sector.
Recently-filed accounts for Derevoya Holdings Limited
show the Limerick-based business with 14 branches
across Ireland posted a pre-tax profit of ¤7.88 million for
2017, with continued growth experienced so far this year.
Additionally, a “tight control” on the company’s cost base
resulted in an improvement in the group’s operating profit,
which increased 62% to ¤8.84 million.
Turnover at the company, which is one of the largest
independent building providers on the island, advanced
10% to ¤83.18 million, almost ¤73 million of which was
generated in the Republic.
The remainder relates to its three outlets in the North.
Founded in 1830, the company was at one point in the
early 1900s the largest timber supplier in the country. It
subsequently expanded to include all building materials
used in the construction industry.
Employee numbers at the group also increased from 220 to
243 last year with wage and salary costs rising 15% to ¤7.8
million.
The four directors received remuneration of ¤1.16 million in
the year.
Investment assets
Aside from the builders providers business, Derevoya also
holds investment assets including property assets held
in Germany and Ireland.
Its outstanding loans totalled ¤25.2 million by the year end,
having fallen almost 8% on the previous year. Some ¤3.49
million was owed to David McMahon, one of two directors
with shares in the group, the other being Mark McMahon,
the company’s chief executive.
Last year the group restructured its financing
through Ulster Bank while an internal restructuring last year
included loan write-offs between group companies as well
as debt forgiveness.
“The group continues to apply a strict control on operating
costs, and an improved operating performance is forecast
for 2018,” the directors said in their review of the business.
A dividend of ¤388,036 was paid in April to ordinary
shareholders, just over half of the dividend paid last year.
Source: The Irish Times
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MURDOCK
MILESTONES
GALORE
Congratulations to Group Purchasing Manager at Murdock
Builders Merchants Fergal McKeown who celebrated
30 years’ service on the 1st August 2018. A remarkable
milestone, Fergal is one of the longest serving members
of the industry, having started out in Newry Building
Supplies.
Commenting on the anniversary (before tucking into his
spectacular cake), Fergal said: “It’s been a great journey
so far, and it’s really all about the people.”
Another long-serving employee also celebrated 30 years’
service as Gerry Doran, Group Timber Buyer based in
Cranwood Industries (sister company to Murdocks)
celebrated with his cake on the 1st August 2018 too.
The whole team at Hardware Association Ireland would
like to offer our sincerest congratulations to both Fergal
and Gerry for their achievement.

Pest Control
Specialists

GRAFTON
MERCHANTING
ROI LAUNCHES
TRAINEESHIP
This September, Grafton Merchanting ROI are launching
Ireland’s first ever Builder’s Merchant Traineeship. The QQI
accredited programme will be run in conjunction with the Dublin
and Dun Laoghaire Education and Training Board (DDLETB)
who have had success running similar programmes in other
industries.
Grafton Merchanting ROI reached out to DDLETB Employer
Engagement Manager Trevor Moore earlier this year when they
saw the need to create a pipeline of skilled entry-level Trade
Sales Advisors within their Chadwicks, Heiton Buckley, Davies
and Panelling Centre branches.
“Learning has always been an integral part of our overall
strategy in Grafton. We have programmes for current colleagues
looking to develop and progress, and now the Traineeship fills
a clear gap we had for entry-level candidates wanting to start
a career as a Trade Sales Advisor,” commented Laura Clarke,
Talent Acquisition Manager at Grafton. “This can be a difficult
industry to get into as Trade Sales is a highly-skilled profession,
so we hope this programme opens the door for a new
generation of Trade Sales Advisors.”
Launching this September with an October start date, the
programme will run until April 2019. Learners will spend half
of their learning time completing classroom-based modules
covering Customer Service, Retail Sales Skills, IT Skills, Health
and Safety and Stock Control. On-the-job learning will then take
up the remainder of the course time, with learners assigned to
mentors in their chosen branch.
It is anticipated Grafton will take on 20 trainees across their
Dublin branches. If the course is a success in this region, they
see no reason why the QQI Certified course could not be run in
other parts of the country.
For further information please email careers@gmroi.ie or check
out www.gmroi.ie/careers

LEGALLY LETHAL
CONFORMS WITH NEW RODENTICIDE
LEGISLATION BUT EQUALLY EFFECTIVE

®

Quietly effective.

RAT & MICE POISON
(01) 452 3680

INFO@ OWL PE STCO N T R O L .I E
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CONTAINS
BRODIFACOUM 0.0 025%
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FIRE DOOR FAILINGS IN FOCUS
Fire door manufacturers have been ordered to agree a plan of
action after products from five different brands failed safety
tests.
An investigation of fire doors was launched after a glazed,
composite fire door from Grenfell Tower manufactured by
Manse Masterdor failed a 30-minute fire resistance test after
about 15 minutes.
Problems were subsequently found with doors made by its
successor company Masterdor Ltd and now three other firms’
products have failed safety tests.
Communities Secretary James Brokenshire said: “While the
department’s investigations are ongoing, I now have enough
evidence to suggest that there is a broader issue across the fire
door market. That is why I am calling on suppliers to meet this
week and provide reassurance that they are gripping this issue
properly.
“I want to see a clear plan of action to rectify existing problems
and ensure such failures are not repeated in the future.
“Whilst our expert panel assures me the risk remains low I want
to assure the public that the Government is doing everything it
can to ensure construction products are of the highest safety
standards and accurately tested and marketed.”

The products which have failed Government tests were glazed
and unglazed doors supplied by Manse Masterdor and Masterdor
Ltd, and glazed composite doors supplied by Specialist Building
Products Ltd, trading as Permadoor, Solar Windows Ltd, and
Birtley Group Ltd, trading as Bowater by Birtley.
Each of the manufacturers co-operated fully with the
Government’s investigations.
The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government
began investigating the fire door industry after the Grenfell
tragedy.
The ministry is writing to all building control bodies highlighting
the need to check that existing building regulations guidance on
new fire door installations is followed.
Major fire door suppliers have been told to meet this week and
agree a clear plan of action to tackle the failings identified, with
weekly reports on progress.
Experts said the risk to public safety is low as, even when not
meeting full resistance standards, fire doors still provide some
protection from the spread of a blaze and form part of buildingwide protection systems.
Source: www.independent.co.uk

WIENERBERGER TAKES OVER
ISOTERM
Wienerberger AG signed the take-over of Isoterm AS, a
producer of frost-resistant and pre-insulated plastic pipes
based in Norway. The company, which is the Norwegian
market leader in these applications, operates a production
site in Ringebu and a sales entity in neighbouring Sweden. Its
special pipes are used for water and waste-water management
in remote regions as well as in large-scale industrial and
infrastructure projects. With a headcount of 35 employees, the
company generated revenues of approx ¤12 million in 2017.
The acquisition is part of Wienerberger’s growth strategy with
¤200 million earmarked for 2018.
Commenting on the acquisition, Heimo Scheuch, CEO of
Wienerberger AG, said:
“I am happy to report that by acquiring Isoterm we have taken
yet another step in driving our plastic pipe business forward.
Our growth strategy is clearly aimed at complementing our
business in core markets by offering specialized high-margin
products of first-rate quality. In the pipe segment, we hold a
leading market position in our Nordic markets – and Isoterm is
an ideal fit for our portfolio.”
Pipelife, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Wienerberger AG,
operates in 26 countries and is among the leading European
suppliers of high-quality plastic pipes, pipe systems and
fittings, and Norway is one of Pipelife’s core markets in
Northern Europe.
Subject to certain closing conditions, the closing of the
acquisition is expected for the third quarter of 2018.
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KEYPOINT LAUNCH PIONEERING
RANGE OF DISPOSABLE GLOVES
Since launching the ATG MaxiFlex Ultimate in Ireland in
2009, Keypoint have become one of the country’s largest
suppliers of industrial work gloves. In that time, they
have continued to add more products to their range, with
the focus always being on leading the market in the key
attributes of quality and innovation. This is why they are
delighted to launch, for the first time in Europe, a range of
single use nitrile gloves from SW Safety Solutions.
Unlike any other nitrile disposables, gloves from SW Safety
have a number of unique properties in the areas of comfort,
sweat management and hand health. Anyone who wears
latex or nitrile gloves will know the drawbacks of prolonged
use…discomfort, sweating, not to mention the increased
risk of dry, irritated and cracked skin. SW Safety use a
number of exclusive preventative and therapeutic

technologies to combat these problems from within the
glove itself. From moisture wicking linings to integrated
aloe vera treatment, this new range from SW Safety will
offer customers a completely new and positive experience
of wearing single use gloves.
In addition to these innovative technology platforms, SW
Safety Solutions gloves are accredited by the Skin Health
Alliance, making the Keypoint the only glove supplier
in Europe whose entire range of gloves is certified as
skin friendly. Keypoint & SW Safety Solutions – Trusted
protection, inside and out.

GALWAY GETS NEW
HOMEVALUE
T O`hUiginn Co. Teo Homevalue has officially launched its
newly developed state-of-the-art store in Shantalla, in the
heart of Galway City. The new store was constructed to the
highest standards over a two-year period and was unveiled to
customers during a recent open day.
The significant upgrade to a modern 13,500 sq. ft. store
is reflective of strong performance across the O’hUiginn
Homevalue business in recent years, which follows an uptick
in construction activity across the Galway region.
Commenting on the new facility, Micheal o’hUiginn –
Managing Director, O’hUiginn Homevalue – said: “We’re
delighted to have launched our amazing new premises and
we’re certain that it will deliver a far superior experience and
service to our customers. I would like to thank our business
manager Paul O’ Shaughnessy, along with the extended team,
for their hard work and dedication throughout the project build.
I would also like to thank United Hardware, especially William
Despard in Store Development. Their input and experience
were invaluable, and this has been reflected in the hugely
positive feedback from our customers and suppliers.”
The brand-new store is located within walking distance of the
old store, making the transition for customers very convenient.
The new facility accommodates a 110,000 sq. ft unit (store
and warehouse combined), a drive-through yard, and a modern
store fit-out which delivers a stronger customer experience,

with a greater focus on convenient browsing. The high-spec
store now showcases a wide range of products including light
hardware, garden and home products, along with heavy-build
materials such as timber and cement.

Paul O’Shaughnessy, Mary O’Higgins, Gemma O’Shaughnessy
& Micheál O’Higgins.
September/October 2018
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OWL UNVEIL
RODENTICDE
RANGE

Following amendments to legislation surrounding
rodenticide products that came into effect back in March,
all anticoagulant rodenticide products containing 0.005%
active substance for Amateur/General Public sale have been
removed from sale. Only products containing <0.003%
active substance can be made available on the market for
sale and use for Amateur/General Public users. The overall
amateur pack size has also been reduced as a result.
Furthermore, as part of the new legislation for amateur-use
Rodenticides, all bait must be placed in tamper-resistant
bait boxes. Tamper-proof bait stations are the best way
to prevent accidental ingestion of rat and mice poison by
non-target animals. Rodenticide is also sheltered from the
elements and will keep fresh longer.
Owl Pest Control Specialists have worked hard to remain
ahead of the curve and adapt to the new legislation

by offering a range of products to conform to the new
rodenticide rules.
The main points to remember with the new legislation is:
• The reduction in amateur % active ingredient
•. The reduction in amateur pack size
• It Must be used ONLY in Temper resistant bait stations
For more information, visit www.owlpestcontrol.ie

TIMCO EXTENDS RANGE AND REACH IN IRELAND
TIMco has invested further in maintaining the momentum
of TIMco Ireland as the first port of call for builders
providers requirements by extending its product range in
Ireland by more than 10% over the last year. They now
offer more than 6,500 lines to merchants across the
country.
The new ranges include; TAURUS, TIMco’s first venture
into fence and gate hardware, with products including for
external/agricultural use such as hinges, gate catches,
bolts, hasps, staples and fence accessories. In addition,
TIMco has launched a new range of building chemicals
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and adhesives; extended the Addax range with the X6, a
new range of impact driver bits, as well as adding further
protective products in the Shield range, including tarpaulins,
general purpose builder’s sheets and glass, carpet and hard
floor films that protect property during building works.
At any one time, TIMco ensures that less than 2% of
products are unavailable, so that products are available
within 24 hours to sites across Ireland, thus reducing a
customer’s need to hold extensive stock.
For more information about the products and services
offered by TIMco, visit www.timco.ie
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MARKET GROWTH
Retail Strategy experts MDJ2 discuss growth and
ﬂuctuations in the market so far this year.
In our report a year ago, we wrote about the impact (especially
on retail price inflation) of the weaker British £ vs the US$ and
Euro following the Brexit vote. Since then, the £ has stabilised vs
the Euro (at +/- £1 = ¤1.15) and has strengthened slightly vs the
US$ (£1 = $1.30 a year ago to $1.35 at the time of writing in May
2018). So at least this inflationary impact of currency changes
has not impacted on consumer spending power.
Of far greater concern has been the weak state of consumer
spending over the past few months. We quoted the British Retail
Consortium a year ago saying that “the outlook isn’t as rosy”,
and it is fair to say that, if anything, the actual outcome has been
worse than most people were thinking back then. A recent
report (see chart) showed retail sales falling by 2% in both March
and April. The early Easter and unseasonably poor weather in
March did not help but cannot mask the underlying weakness
in consumer sentiment. Consumer confidence (as measured by
GfK) fell 2% points to an overall score of -9% in April and was
the 28th consecutive month with an overall negative score.
Recent results for the first months of 2018 were poor (B&Q LFL
-9%, Travis Perkins Consumer Division -4.6% and even Screwfix
LFL’s slowed to 3.6% of which only 2% was attributable to the
poor winter weather).
As a sector within retail, the DIY market has taken its fair share
of pain. In difficult times, spending on food tends to hold up
better than on non-food and this trend is magnified when looking
at ‘Big Ticket’ items such as furniture and new kitchens or
bathrooms. The retailers most exposed to ‘Big Ticket’ categories
have been particularly affected. The Travis Perkins annual results
stated that “Wickes’ like-for-like sales growth slowed through
the course of 2017 as the UK DIY market became increasingly
challenging and the business had a disappointing autumn Kitchen
& Bathroom showroom promotional period” while the Kingfisher
annual results to January 2018 wrote of “softer demand for big
ticket categories”.

Much is written these days about the growth of online vs
spending in stores and it feels like we are reaching a tipping
point in the UK. The above report of a 2% decline in sales also
reported that store sales declined by a much greater -5.4% (the
quickest pace for 6 years). Global Data’s 2017 report on the UK
DIY & Gardening Market predicts that e-commerce spending will
rise by 47.3% by 2022 vs growth of just 7.3% for sales through
offline channels.
While not a new development, 2018 has seen a big increase in
the use of Company Voluntary Arrangements (“CVA”) to reduce
property/lease commitments on store estates that are too large
for a modern, digitally-driven retail landscape. Carpetright has
announced it will be closing over 80 of its 400+ stores later this
year via a CVA.
This comment from its CVA announcement sheds interesting
light on how the market is changing:
“There are currently over 400 Carpetright stores across the UK
including many instances where our stores are less than five
miles apart, and, with more and more customers choosing to
shop online, this simply isn’t sustainable for us…The objective
of the CVA is to establish a right-sized and right-rented estate of
contemporary stores, complemented with a strong online offer.”
This is quite a change from the days when retailers were in a
‘race for space’ and adding to their estates of large-sized/ Big
Box stores.
In our original 2016 Big Bets Placed report, we wrote that
consensus forecasts for market growth between 2016-2018
were 2.0% – 2.5% p.a.. This was achieved in 2016 (with
gardening outperforming DIY), but the figures for 2017 will have
been much lower. Global Data’s 2017 report forecast 0.5% for
DIY and 1.1% for Gardening with an upturn (but still less than
2%) predicted for 2018. All our sources are much gloomier than
this, even after some better weather in May, and we think that
the market has declined in the first half of 2018, especially when
looking at Big Ticket categories.
In contrast the professional or ‘Trade’ market has been much
more resilient with the most recently reported LFL sales figures:
Travis Perkins Merchanting Division: Q1 2018

+5.4%

Grafton UK Merchanting: 4 months to 30/4/18

- 0.3%

Ferguson (Wolseley): ½ year to 31/1/18

0.5%

Howdens: 16 weeks to 21/4/18

8.6%

So, all in all it’s a pretty tough trading environment out there,
especially for DIY retailers dependent on their store estate.

September/October 2018
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Relishing the Challenge
Managing Director Jarlath Mullane and Robert Costello from Sales and
Marketing sat down with The Hardware Journal to catch their breath
following a challenging but hugely successful rebrand of General
Hardware Supplies Homevalue (GHSH).
Change is never easy. The comfort of familiarity and routine
can make thoughts of upheaval and reinvention jarring. General
Hardware Supplies down in Newcastle West, Co. Limerick had
been trading for the past 20 years and – while small changes
and developments had materialised over that time – nothing
could prepare the team for the massive step forward they were
about to take.
Originally a tile shop which was opened in 1999 by Jarlath’s
father Joseph, together with former Fianna Fáil Minister Michael
J. Noonan, the store had slowly migrated to DIY supplies and
construction materials. In more recent years, a surge in the
focus on timber trading had positioned the General Hardware
Supplies name as one with few equals in the region.
Jarlath had witnessed first-hand this gradual development,
beginning his career carrying out deliveries shortly after the
store first opened. From there, he progressed to the shop floor,
then on to buying in product, continually acquiring knowledge
and responsibilities until eventually taking the reins himself.
All along, the site had been rented, until two years ago when
the company decided to buy it outright, solidifying their
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autonomy and control over their location. This would signal the
start of General Hardware Supplies’ accelerated journey towards
new horizons, and an eventual partnership with the Homevalue
brand.
While the main store itself has come under the Homevalue
umbrella, a sister company remains independent in the form of
McMahon Concrete Products, a company growing rapidly and
actively looking to expand on its site current site. McMahon’s
main function is supplying agricultural products both nationwide
and overseas to the UK.
General Hardware Supplies was a member of the National
Hardware/ARRO group at one point, before leaving the group
in 2009. However, they’ve come back on board with the group
within the last 12 months and have already noticed a largely
refined and improved operation that offers visible benefits to
their business.

Staff
Robert came on board in November 2017 and since then, both
he and Jarlath comment on the noticeable pick-up in both
September/October 2018
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business and in-house morale. Having grown from four or five
staff in 1999 to a roster of 17 today, the strong focus on staff
has been complex but worthwhile.
At least one of the current team has been in situ since the
store’s inception in 1999, but many more have not made it so
far. Jarlath admits that it took some tough but essential decision
making to revamp the staff, streamlining the roster so that only
the most motivated and enthusiastic remained to help drive the
business forward.
“We brought in a lot of new staff, people with new ideas,”
explains Jarlath. “We want people who are interested to be
here. My ethos is if you’re not interested, we don’t want you
here – it’s a simple as that. And I’m very direct about that.”
He defers to Rob for agreement. Rob nods with a wry smile.
“I’m just about off probation at this stage,” he laughs.
Rob speaks enthusiastically about the strong emphasis placed
on training. Having only arrived in the door in November, he
immediately kick-started an intensive four-to-six-week training
period on all products; imported timber, slate, plywood, the
whole range, with the idea being that everyone becomes
multi-talented and well-informed enough to assume the
responsibilities of anyone else in their absence.
Both men agree that the business ethos is simple – be driven.
“We want people who are interested and who want to be
here. People who go the extra mile here are looked after,” says
Jarlath.
“There’s a great staff morale” adds Robert, who describes
the very open and approachable atmosphere among the team,
where anyone can literally go to anyone else with a question,
query or request for assistance and it’ll be met with enthusiasm.

Also from a staffing point of view, the company is actively
seeking to recruit a Retail Manager to help grow the shop side
of the business, with trade currently making up 65% and DIY
consumer 35%.

Timber
Although a fine all-rounder in terms of builders providers,
General Hardware Supplies Homevalue really excel when it
comes to timber. Heavily involved in the importing of timber
from countries such as Sweden, Germany and Latvia, the
team have seen their sales grow massively in this category,
with regular deliveries blanketing all of Munster and spreading
beyond too. The store is also actively involved in the wholesaling
of timber to merchants across the country.
Robert explains how imported timber is really starting to take
over from the native timber. He has noticed how people are
willing to change based on the GHSH team’s recommendations,
with a current emphasis on the superior quality of the imported
timber over native.
A sense of a real affiliation with the heavier end of the business
(specifically with selling timber) permeates the large and tidy
yard out front. Lengths of up to 40 feet lay neatly arranged on a
massive storage unit at one end. Stock is never an issue for the
GHSH team, with approximately 250 bales of timber in stock at
any one time. Indeed, the company are looking to expand their
storage capacity, aiming to consolidate their existing two yards
into one significantly larger one.

Rebrand
Both men concur on the rebranding process being a challenging
period. The store didn’t fully close at all, with sections being
completed as trading continued. Disruption was inevitable, and
taking longer than expected to complete didn’t help matters.
However, the (almost) finished product is certainly a joy to
behold. Walking through the entrance, one is met with a well-lit,
easily navigable rectangular shop floor. The lighting and mediumheight shelves allow the customer to scan the entire floor, with
bright and clear signage (in Homevalue’s signature red and
white) guiding customers to the areas they seek.
Finishing touches still outstanding include some display TVs and
an in-store radio system, but as it stands the store has improved
in leaps and bounds since its previous incarnation, with the
difference between before and after photos astonishing.
JSeptember/October 2018
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Robert confirms it as being a complete overhaul of the store
itself. The volume of sales has increased on a Saturdays in
particular, with the team seeing a dramatic rise in footfall from
the casual DIY user. Customers have also remarked upon the
new layout as being far more browser-friendly, and word-ofmouth has seen new enquiries rain in on the team from new
customers asking about products, ranges and services they
weren’t aware the store provided.
Jarlath recalls when discussions about the rebrand first started,
and recounts how everyone had an input, a chance to air their
views. It seems to have been a real team effort to make the
decision and then work hard to implement it successfully.
From the get-go, Jarlath says that they were very open to
the idea of the rebrand. “I just like getting things done,” he
declares. “Make the decision, make it happen, move on.”
Now that the store is under the Homevalue brand, it offers far
greater visibility. After much scrutiny of the pros and cons, the
end decision was easy.

Feedback and Performance
Jarlath invokes Richard Branson, and an image of listening at
the counter, overhearing customer feedback. The chatter has
been overwhelmingly positive, with the rebrand and new layout
offering customers a more relaxed, friendlier and more vibrant
environment to shop.
The walk-around is a big element too, where staff members
take the time to bring a customer around the entire store and
yard, to show them the different products and more importantly
the alternatives they can be getting for every aspect of their
project.
Slates are a product category performing well at the moment,
owing to their superior quality. Robert explains how customers
don’t mind paying a little more when they understand that
difference in quality. Offering an alternative is a huge element of
their customer’s satisfaction too.
General Hardware Supplies Homevalue also has a dedicated
sales team chasing up business by phone, which the team find

works better than via e-mail as it adds that personal touch.
In store, there are regular promotions, and more than 15,000
new flyers was recently distributed far and wide, containing
over 40 products and received with great success. Brandingwise, everything finally transitioned by the end of August,
with the publishing of a new catalogue pushing heavy side
(foundations to roof), to middle sector of doors, floors, stoves, all brand-new departments set up.
This is combined with regular advertising in local papers and
magazines, as well as involvement in sponsoring local initiatives.
All in all, the team can be immensely proud of what they’ve
achieved so far, but there are still plenty more tasks to tick
off the list. But as Managing Director Jarlath says: “I just like
getting things done.” And that, the General Hardware Supplies
Homevalue team does with aplomb.
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Stronger together
In this issue, The Hardware Journal sat down with Keith Giblin –
CEO of Allied Merchants Buying Association (AMBA) – to
talk about how his group is helping members navigate the
ever-changing merchant and retail landscape.
Could you tell our readers a little about your own
background? How has experience in a variety of
different fields benefitted you in your current role as
CEO of AMBA?

Can you tell our readers about Allied Merchants
Buying Association? What is the general outline of
its structure, and what are its main objectives?

I focussed on finance in my university education, graduating
from DCU with a BA in Accountancy and Finance in 2001.
I then transitioned to fund management, working at BISY’s
in Dublin and JP Morgan in Sydney, where I resided for two
years. On my return, I worked in import and distribution
and finance for a further four years and, in 2009, I moved
to the merchant and retail industry, providing margin
software applications, consultancy and margin development
programmes to businesses. This gave me a greater insight
into the pressure merchants were under to maintain and
grow margin. Helping retailers improve efficiency and
maximise profitability gave me a fantastic opportunity to
work very closely with merchants to maintain and grow
margin to enhance and deliver value, profit and growth to
their business, which continues to be my job to this day.
In 2011, I began working with six founding members and
John Murphy to form Allied Merchants Buying Association.
Following three years working alongside seven members, I
became CEO in May 2014.

We are an all-inclusive member buying group of leading
independent timber, building supplies, plumbing, hardware,
décor, garden, agricultural trade and homeware retailers.
When we formed in 2011, the marketplace in Ireland was
highly competitive, therefore we believed in establishing
a model that would collectively negotiate with partnered
suppliers but maintain a low-cost base. To this day, we
want to grow the market share of participating suppliers
while improving the net profitability of members. We
provide a platform by leveraging collective negotiation
power with suppliers on behalf of members, and our
commercial belief is that we enable members and suppliers
to achieve incomparable results by utilising our merchants
and the quality of their stores. We aspire to the highest
level of category management excellence, ensuring
members receive these benefits in their entirety.
In all our activities, our mission is to “Make members
more profitable”. How we have achieved this mission has
evolved over the years, but this remains the core of any
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undertaking we engage in and our principal purpose. Two
elements we embrace are: 1) Preserve our Core Values, and
2) Stimulate progress.
Our members are extremely proud of the relationship and
bond that exists between us. Our members work so well
together because they each have a voice, and we promote a
combined decision-making process, but we are very clear on
preserving our core values of Trust, Integrity, Transparency,
Commitment and Accountability. We stimulate progress by
committing to challenging goals and projects to which we
channel our efforts, and our recently completed five-year
strategic plan details a continual process of relentless selfimprovement with the aim of doing better and better.

You’ve been in your current role as CEO of AMBA
for approximately four years, but have been with
the group for almost twice that time. What major
changes have you seen within the group as well as
across the industry as a whole, during that time?
Some of the largest changes have been our numbers. We
began with six members and 15 stores, with purchase
turnover of ¤22m in 2012. We currently have 19 members
with 85 stores nationwide, and will have a purchase
turnover in excess of ¤180m in 2018, partnering with 180
suppliers. These types of metrics are sometimes used to
measure success and they are important, however so too
are operating costs. As an organisation, we are committed
to running a lean-yet-highly-effective organisation. Doing so
solidifies our legitimacy as a business that exists not for the
purpose of profit, but with the sole goal of strengthening our
members.
Another change was streamlining our suppliers to partner
with those who share our strategic objectives. This had
a large impact on the level of support of our partnered
suppliers. Our compliance rate for 2017 was 91% in
dealing with Approved Suppliers, which is significant in that
members see the benefit in supporting our group deals

as do suppliers. This creates not only a “Win-Win” for
members and suppliers, but a “Win more, Win more”.
We have seen huge improvements in the process of our
Category Management and all our category management
teams recently completed an executive programme in
Negotiation in partnership between AMBA and Trinity
College. Our structure still remains that our store owners
and managers are part of the negotiation with suppliers on
behalf of our members, and this is important as they are on
the frontline of the day-to-day activity in the marketplace.
Within the industry, members have adapted to changes,
including a shift towards higher specification requirements,
and EU certification being driven by tighter building
regulation requirements, and the need for products offering
higher levels of performance. Accelerated construction
methods and the changing nature of doing business
including on-line – where the customer is less focused on
loyalty and more focused on price – has forced members to
change ways of driving business.

Merchants operate in a fast-moving, fast-changing
environment. What do you as a group consider the
most significant obstacles in the next two to three
years?
Two significant obstacles to business growth, due mainly
to uncertainty, are Brexit and the tariff regime that the
USA is increasingly resorting to. If these actions lead to a
downturn in economic activity in America and further afield,
our economy will undoubtedly suffer. It will drive up costs
globally and reduce demand. As for Brexit, the likelihood of a
‘no deal’ seems to be looming ever larger, with the possible
consequence of a hard border. Naturally, there is the reality
of climate change, challenging members to embrace the
opportunities posed by the shift towards the technologies
that are key to establishing a renewable energy economy. In
addition, AMBA has put specific focus on attracting young
people to our industry looking for a career where they can
develop skills, build their qualifications and support their
ambitions. We must raise awareness of varied and exciting
jobs in builders merchants and suppliers through campaigns
and education channels. There is a need to develop and drive
new initiatives that promote careers for young people and
then encourage them to stay. Our industry is exciting, yet
awareness is low and there is little motivation to join.

What have been the main challenges for your
individual members? Have they themselves identified
any key challenges that they face as merchants?
Members work hard to stay abreast of the market’s
continuous evolution and we continually share our ideas to
ensure all members benefit from each other. Day-to-day
challenges include price inflation, product shortages, online retail and poor quality, counterfeit products reaching
the market through non-merchant channels. A broader
challenge is the fact that technology is an increasingly large
part of people’s lives and the rise of digital technology is
impacting our industry and forcing us to adapt. This isn’t a
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2018 sees an uncertain Brexit loom ever larger on
the horizon. How have you been dealing with the
constantly evolving landscape and the potential
implications for the industry?

problem where you can go and buy a solution, it is a set of
capabilities that members are building to adapt to challenges,
improve efficiencies and grow business. Technology needs
to be applied to enhance the customer experience. We
need to adapt technology to make the customer experience
frictionless.
A big challenge for our industry is attracting, retaining and
developing staff. Attracting this new talent is not always
easy. Awareness of this industry is low and what people
think they know is often incorrect or negative, so there’s little
motivation to join. The reality is, it’s a very attractive industry
with tremendous career prospects.
The continuous and never-ending challenge is how to
improve the customers experience. Customer experience
continues to grow in importance and suppliers and
merchants must focus on creating an overall customer
experience. This experience will be delivered in partnership
between the supplier and the merchant so the relationship
between the merchant and the supplier is extremely
important. In AMBA, members still deal directly with our
suppliers and this is vital as the most important element of
our future will be our relationship with our suppliers.

At the end of 2017, AMBA announced a group
membership agreement with the Builders Merchants
Federation (BMF). Tell us about the build up to that
agreement, and what the benefits will be for your
members.
Allied Merchants Buying Association recognise the need and
value of being a member of associations, organisations and
federations focused on adding further value to members
businesses. Membership of the BMF offered further
opportunities particularly in recruitment, awareness and
alliance. Our market is somewhat reliant on the UK and with
the countdown to Brexit we felt it may be beneficial to be
closer to an association that represents merchants and building
material suppliers operating in the UK to develop a greater
understanding of the issues and implications on both sides.
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Nobody knows what post Brexit landscape will look like. A
hard border will be detrimental to all forms of business in
Ireland so hopefully good sense will prevail. Attempting to
forecast the future is notoriously unreliable but it is foolish
not to consider the possibility of tougher trading conditions
as we move toward 2019. AMBA recently expanded into
Northern Ireland with our newest member BJ Mullen, and
we as a group must ensure our members north and south
are adequately informed on impending challenges. We
recently completed a two-day visit to the UK where Brexit
was part of discussions held. It was insightful to see what
steps British merchants are taking in preparation. We are
exploring possible scenarios for the building merchants in a
post Brexit economy. The basic principle of “stress tests”
can be applied to the merchant sector. A series of simple
calculations can identify key risks to merchant businesses
and doing it now will help produce a plan of action that can
be quickly adopted if required. The calculations are applied
to scenario’s involving material inflation, shortage of supply,
debt, consumer and business confidence.

What are the key developments planned for AMBA
in the short-to-medium-to-long term?
The most important element of our future will be our
relationship with our suppliers. We are established by
the members for the members and operate with the cooperation and support of our supplier partners. We want to
sell more of our supplier’s product through our branches
and we need to work together to do so. A successful
sale for our member is a successful sale for our supplier.
We are all part of the supply chain that must end with a
customer having a good experience that will increase the
likelihood of them staying loyal and endorsing that brand.
The marketplace is changing faster than ever and it will be
critically important to understand and support each other
better so we can satisfy our customer. We have to migrate
from short term tactical thinking to long term strategic
thinking but continue to increase the volume of business
we do with our partnered suppliers as shown in the past,
in return for providing the best brands and terms to our
members.
Another goal is attracting, developing and retaining talented
people to represent our members, ensuring stores aspire to
the highest level of expertise and customer service is a key
development which will help drive business growth of our
members. It is vital we have knowledgeable staff that are
well trained and able to provide customers with insight and
advice on our suppliers’ product and its applications. Staff
are our front line and are the people that engage with our
customers. This will differentiate our members from less
personable operators.
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Reader Survey - July 2018
Readership Summary

98%

of survey respondents receive
the Hardware Journal.

98%

of survey respondents regularly
read The Hardware Journal
(regularly defined as at least
three times per year).

100%

of survey respondents were
aware that The Hardware
Journal is the official magazine
of Hardware Association
Ireland.

Q. What could we
do more of or introduce?
1. More Home news
2. Regular Building Material information
3. More Business Support
4. More International news
5. Regular Homeware information
6. Regular Garden & Outdoor information
7. More market/trend information
8. Buyer’s Guide
9. Member Benefits

Q. What interests you
most about The Hardware
Journal?
1. News & Products

Q. What dedicated
supplements would
interest you?

2. Industry trends and research

1. Building Materials

3. Store Profile

2. Bathrooms & Plumbing

4. Business Support articles

3. Paint & Home Décor

5. Interviews

4. Garden & Outdoor

6. Features

5. Kitchens & Accessories

7. Commercial Features

6. Homewares

8. Supplier Profile

7. Timber/Joinery

9. Training and development updates

8. Tools
9. Agri-supplies
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New Members

HAI IS DELIGHTED TO WELCOME
ITS NEWEST MEMBERS
Joint It Limited
Milltown Business Park,
Milltown,Tuam,
Co. Galway
Ph: 093 51503
Contact: Martin Fox
Business: Manufacturer

O’Neill Wholesale
40 Glens Brae Road,
Martinston, Ballymena,
BT43 7LX
Ph: 048 2175 8448
Contact: Colm O’Neill
Business: Distributor

Mac Fuels & General Supplies Ltd
Ballylongford Road,
Clieveragh, Listowel,
Co. Kerry
Ph: 068 53728
Contact: Eoghan McEnery
Business: Hardware and Builders
Merchant

Goulds Timber Products Limited
Crossdowney,
Cavan,
Co. Cavan
Ph: 049 4367898
Contact: Andrew Gould
Business: Hardware and Builders
Merchant

Membership
built for you
How can HAI Membership help you?
As the voice of the Irish hardware industry we commit to offering
your business the member benefits needed to keep your retail/
merchant, supplier or manufacturing business thriving.
Protecting You:
- Employment Law & HR
- Health & Safety
- Hardware retail & builders merchant insurance

W H Raitt
Main Street,
Stranorlar,
Co. Donegal
Ph: 074 91 31028
Contact: Stanley Raitt
Business: Hardware and Builders
Merchant

Managing Your Money:
- Card processing rates and Electronic Point of Sale (ePOS)
- Cash-in-transit offer
- Debt collection advisory service
- Credit insurance and credit risk management support
Cutting Your Costs:
- Fuel card offer
- License-free music
Moving You Forward:
- Trade Journal
- Trade Show
- Study Tours
- Conference
- E-learning and online training resource
- Sector specific classroom training
- Industry specific online retailing advice
- Hardware retail and builders merchant management development
- Supplier B2B sales management training
- Business Index of net retail sales

Become a member
To become a HAI member and to avail of any of the above
services visit hardwareassociation.ie or call on 01 298 0969

hardwareassociation.ie
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Merchandising - Give
brands a chance
In this issue of The Hardware Journal, Steve Collinge –
Managing Director of Insight Retail Group Ltd and Executive
Editor of Insight DIY – discusses the fine balance retailers and
merchants must strike when managing brands.
It’s tough being a retailer or merchant selling home
improvement and building products in 2018. Trying to
meet the ever-changing needs and demands of existing
(and hopefully a few new) customers, managing the allimportant stock levels, ensuring that there’s sufficient cash
to pay the bills and make an acceptable profit, all the while
keeping a close eye on the competition.
The role that brands play in this challenging equation is
often debated, but never really resolved. Some retailers
and merchants see them as a necessary evil, believing they
charge an unacceptable ‘brand tax’ to fuel their on-going
heavy investment in brand building through advertising
and other activities. Others see them as valuable and close
business partners, without whom store footfall would
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decline rapidly and they would simply lack the all-important
credibility in key categories.
But what do our customers think? Depending on whether
you’re a consumer planning to complete a DIY project
over the weekend or a builder, plumber, kitchen installer or
decorator whose livelihood depends on the work you do,
brands can play quite different roles.
From a consumer point of view, they’re often completing
tasks on an irregular basis, using products rarely or
sometimes for the very first time. Even painting, probably
the task completed by most consumers most often, it’s
still a project they will tackle on average only once a year.
They’re reliant on the retailer, their staff and increasingly
YouTube videos and online searches to guide them through
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this maze. And that’s where brands come into their own.
In areas of uncertainty and where consumers are often
lacking confidence and/or ability, they need the help and
reassurance of a brand who will guide them through the
complexities of home improvement.
Let’s remember that a manufacturer lives and breathes
their specific product category 24 hours a day, seven days
a week, 365 days a year. They spend significant amounts
of money on developing products and helping and advising
customers to complete successful projects. Social media
and modern-day methods of communication have changed
brands’ relationships with customers and increasingly, they
know their consumers and end users as well – if not better
– than their retailer or merchant partners.
For the trade, the role of brands is different. Here, the end
users know exactly what they’re doing, they do it day-in,
day-out and as a result, the branded manufacturers are
relied upon to simply deliver a consistent quality of product
that performs to their expectation. They like it when brands
launch new products, although it can often take some time
for them to change their ways of working, unless the new
products are so obviously a huge improvement from what
came before. When in store, they need to find the stuff
they want, quickly and easily, and there needs to be plenty
of it.
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And that brings me to what I recently saw in the merchant
T.J O’Mahony Ltd in Dublin. Here, they’ve worked very
closely with Bostik, ‘allowing’ them to manage the tiling,
sealant and adhesives category, including the installation of
a strongly-branded point of sale. It’s a bold move, but when
you look at how the majority of retailers and merchants
currently manage these categories (see Bunnings below as
an example), you can’t help but prefer the simpler, cleaner,
less confusing category management from Bostik.
However, just because a category looks neat and tidy,
does that mean it performs better? I don’t think anyone
will challenge the fact that following a range review, most
categories seem to perform better. Whether that’s because
they’re tidy, easier to shop, or because the right products
are now in the right place with plenty of stock is difficult to
say, but I know what I think.
Feedback and responses from customers have been
positive. Peter Morrissey, Bostik Sales Director told us:
“We are excited with the impact the new display has
had so far. We believe in system selling by brand, and
the feedback from the team in T.J. O’Mahony is that
the installation has simplified the purchase process for
customers in store.”
Whether a DIY consumer or a tradesperson (who, by the
way, all shop in many types of retailers on a weekly basis),
they all want the shopping process to be simple, straightforward and easy, with the necessary help if and when
required.
These days, branded manufacturers have significant
amounts of consumer and end-user data. They are full of
knowledge, experience and ideas and often just need the
right retailer or merchant partner to bring their categories
to life.
In these ever-changing and challenging times, I think that
it’s time to give brands a chance.
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Growth forecast
after long winter
The Construction Products Association released their Construction
Industry Forecasts 2018-2020 report over the summer, with an overall
prediction of growth tempered by adverse market conditions.
Construction activity in 2018 has already been dragged down by
the fall in output during the first quarter of the year, in which the
industry lost over £1.0 billion of work. This fall was primarily due
to the liquidation of Carillion in January and then poor weather
throughout the first quarter, but primarily affected late February
and early March. The extent to which the decline in output in
2018 Q1 affects work overall for the year will be determined
by, firstly, the effects of Carillion’s demise on near-term activity
on the ground as well as the impact on its subcontractors and
suppliers and, secondly, the extent to which work lost during
the periods of bad weather can be recovered.

Carillion Collapse
In terms of the fallout of Carillion, as of July 2018, it had
made 2,407 (13%) of its staff redundant. However, as a main
contractor, the majority of its activity was subcontracted out
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to 1,687 subcontractors and suppliers. The impact on these
firms has started but will only become apparent over the next
12-18 months. Approximately 60% of Carillion’s construction
work was in the infrastructure sector, primarily working for
key clients such as Network Rail and Highways England, who
have tried to ensure that activity continues and payment goes
through to subcontractors under previous contract terms. In
addition, activity on joint-venture (JV) projects in which Carillion
was involved have also continued as the other main contractor
has taken over JV staff after a minor hiatus to deal with
administrative details such as employment contracts. However,
activity within the private commercial health sub-sector in
particular is likely to be adversely affected by Carillion’s demise
due to work coming to a halt on two major PFI hospital projects,
and it is unlikely to restart this year due to project reviews and
retendering.
September/October 2018
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Construction Output
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Bad Weather
In terms of the poor weather, although over £1.0 billion of
activity was lost to the construction industry during the first
quarter, the CPA estimates that around 60% of this may be
recovered during the rest of the year due to ‘catch-up’ by
working longer shifts and weekends. However, although this
represents higher volumes of activity in these quarters, the
increased cost of this may hit margins, particularly given preexisting concerns over skills availability. The early indications
from surveys across the construction industry are that house
building activity in the second quarter was considerably better
than activity in the first quarter, suggesting that there are strong
fundamentals in the sector outside the capital. However, the
surveys also suggest that activity in the second quarter only
rose marginally in commercial and infrastructure, pointing
towards a lack of growth outside of just catch-up activity
following the poor first quarter.

House Building and Infrastructure
In previous CPA forecasts, construction output was expected
to remain flat in 2018 and rise by almost 3.0% in 2019.
However, this was based upon growth in house building and
infrastructure. The expected growth in house building from
previous forecasts still appears realistic (outside London) as
Help to Buy is still sustaining demand across most regions. In
the capital, there remains a sharp decline in demand, combined
with a simultaneous oversupply, in the prime residential market.
However, this was expected and built in to previous forecasts.
In infrastructure, however, there continues to be concerns
regarding major project delivery. Government continues to
announce large amounts of funding for investment with plans,
pipelines, strategies and sector deals. However, delivery
of existing capital investment plans consistently does not
match government announcements. In addition, growth in
infrastructure in the next 12-18 months is highly dependent
upon main works at major projects such as Hinkley Point C and
HS2. Without the forecast growth in new infrastructure activity,
total construction output would fall by 1.1% in 2018 and only
rise by 0.8% in 2019 and 1.1% in 2020.
Public & Private Sector Construction Output
£ million

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Change on previous year

Actual

Actual

Estimate

Forecast

Projection

36,861

37,522

37,272

38,277

38,941

-3.2%

1.8%

-0.7%

2.7%

1.7%

111,831

119,664

118,945

121,501

123,825

Public Sector inc. PFI

Private Sector

Total Construction

6.5%

7.0%

-0.6%

2.1%

1.9%

148,692

157,186

156,217

159,779

162,766

3.9%

5.7%

-0.6%

2.3%

1.9%

Source: ONS, Construction Products Association
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Excluding the effects of Carillion’s demise and the poor weather,
construction activity remains at a relatively high level but
there are considerable risks. Indications from industry are that
uncertainty appears to be hindering investment and decisions
in the construction sector. Brexit uncertainty appears to be
affecting investment in new construction in sectors where
there is a high investment up front for a long-term rate of return,
especially from international investors. These sectors include
prime residential, high-end commercial towers and industrial
factories. The latter is, in turn, dependent upon manufacturing
investment from often global headquartered multinationals. In
addition, firms report that major projects are increasingly subject
to delays. These delays are based on pushing back decisions on
signing contractors and also where contracts have been signed,
delays in getting the projects on site.

Commercial and Retail
The key drivers of activity in the commercial sector remain
similar to recent CPA forecasts and, driven by the fortunes
of offices and retail, commercial sector output is forecast
to fall 8.4% in 2018 and 2.2% in 2019 before a 0.7% rise in
2020. Outside the capital, in cities such as Manchester and
Birmingham, activity continues apace with offices projects
also in the pipeline near-term in addition to significant potential
growth in the flexible offices market. However, orders for new
offices projects fell by 25.0% in 2017 and in 2018 Q1 orders
were 36.1% lower than a year ago as a result of concerns for
projects in London. There were concerns that the commercial
offices market in London was coming to the top of the market
in early 2017 and that the cycle was nearing the end, almost
ten years on from the financial crisis. Investors were also
increasingly concerned in 2016 that prices were too high for
high-end offices space, particularly given the number of projects
already in the pipeline. Brexit uncertainty has exacerbated this
uncertainty given that it is difficult to ascertain long-term rates of
return on high-end office space, particularly for the financial and
businesses services part of the market.
As a result, offices construction is forecast to fall 20.0% in
2018, from 2017’s peak, and fall a further 10.0% in 2019.
Retail continues to suffer from the long-term shift from high
street retail to online shopping, which skews the demand for
new construction away from commercial retail to industrial
warehousing, which the CPA has continued to highlight in its
forecasts for over 10 years. Some retailers have managed to
adapt and continue to flourish through changing their business
model but others, such as Toys R Us, Maplin and traditional
department stores such as House of Fraser and Debenhams,
have suffered recently. In addition, particularly in London and
the South East, the business rates revaluation has also affected
retailers and also skews investment away from valuable retail
space to warehouses. The recent demise of traditional retailers
also has a knock-on effect in areas that we were anticipating
growth. Low value supermarket chains, such as Lidl and Aldi,
which have been taking market share from the traditional big
four supermarket chains, have had long-term expansion plans
for the last four years. Although they are still looking for sites
to build new stores, they are increasingly looking to smaller
outlets and, as a result, may choose to take up existing sites
from retailers such as Toys R Us and Maplin. New orders in
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retail construction fell by 9.0% in 2017 and this is expected to
feed through into a 10% fall in activity during 2018. Previous
CPA forecasts highlighted that, in the medium-term, two major
one-off projects, the £1.4 billion Croydon Partnership and £1.4
billion Brent Cross extension will help to offset the falls in retail
output. However, in July 2018, it was announced that the Brent

Cross Partnership project had been put on hold. The key risk
to the retail forecast is whether, by 2019, these £1.4 billion
investments are seen as financially viable given the conditions
for the retail sector.
Source: Construction Products Association

Construction Industry Forecasts - Summer 2018
£ million 2015
constant prices

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

% annual change

Actual

Actual

Estimate

Forecast

Projection

29,717

32,426

34,047

34,728

35,076

Housing
Private

Public

Total

13.1%

9.1%

5.0%

2.0%

1.0%

4,861

5,540

5,706

5,877

5,877

-3.7%

14.0%

3.0%

3.0%

0.0%

34,578

37,966

39,754

40,606

40,953

10.4%

9.8%

4.7%

2.1%

0.9%

10,770

10,535

9,927

9,899

10,044

3.8%

-2.2%

-5.8%

-0.3%

1.5%

17,851

18,936

19,548

22,081

23,572

Other New Work
Public Non-Housing

Infrastructure

Industrial

Commercial

Total other new work

Total new work

-3.0%

6.1%

3.2%

13.0%

6.8%

4,439

4,370

4,472

4,535

4,648

-6.2%

-1.6%

2.3%

1.4%

2.5%

28,183

29,743

27,238

26,646

26,828

7.5%

5.5%

-8.4%

-2.2%

0.7%

61,243

63,584

61,185

63,161

65,092

2.5%

3.8%

-3.8%

3.2%

3.1%

95,821

101,550

100,939

103,767

106,045

5.2%

6.0%

-0.6%

2.8%

2.2%

19,908

22,088

22,088

22,530

22,980

7.2%

11.0%

0.0%

2.0%

2.0%

7,708

7,388

7,019

7,019

7,019

-5.3%

-4.2%

-5.0%

0.0%

0.0%

12,013

12,554

12,680

12,933

13,192

4.6%

4.5%

1.0%

2.0%

2.0%

Repair and Maintenance
Private Housing RM&I

Public Housing RM&I

Private Other R&M

Public Other R&M

Infrastructure R&M
Total R&M

TOTAL ALL WORK

4,982

5,005

4,805

4,757

4,757

-1.3%

0.5%

-4.0%

-1.0%

0.0%

8,260

8,601

8,687

8,774

8,774

-6.3%

4.1%

1.0%

1.0%

0.0%

52,871

55,636

55,278

56,012

56,721

1.6%

5.2%

-0.6%

1.3%

1.3%

148,692

157,186

156,217

159,779

162,766

3.9%

5.7%

-0.6%

2.3%

1.9%

Source: ONS, Construction Products Association
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COVENTRY 2018

fasteners

tools

distribution

expo

3-4 October 2018
coventry.torque-expo.com
Coventry Ricoh Arena is located
in the heart of the UK industry,
just 25 minutes from Birmingham
Airport & 75 minutes from
London Luton Airport.

REGISTER TODAY
A AT
AY
A ...
coventry.torque-expo.com
Exhibitor enquiries:
t +44 (0)1727 739160
e info@torque-expo.com

Fasteners, tools,
fixings, hardware,
DIY & more...

Golf Society

GOLF DAY AT DUN LAOGHAIRE GOLF CLUB
A lovely day was had by all at the recent Captain Tom O`Connell`s Prize day at Dun Laoghaire Golf Club on 29th June. Kindly sponsored
as usual by Irish Abrasives, both Ladies and Gents basked in glorious sunshine and enjoyed a sumptuous meal provided by the excellent
catering staff at the club. A big thank you to Tom and Barbara O`Connell for arranging such a memorable day.

Captain Tom O`Connell presenting winner Paddy
Kingham with his prize.

Michael Kane receiving his 2nd place prize from
sponsor Jim Cuddy, Irish Abrasives.

Cathy O`Gorman having just received her first
prize from Tom O`Connell.

SOCIAL OUTING SUCCESS IN THE SLIEVE RUSSELL
Many thanks to all those who participated in the now annual
social outing, this year to the Slieve Russell Hotel, Golf and
Country Club.
Kindly sponsored again by Tegral Building Products, the group
enjoyed two nights in this beautiful venue with dinner and a
very enjoyable and challenging 18 holes team golf competition.
A special thanks to Jim Cuddy and Colette for their hospitality
on the Thursday evening.

Results
1st Team:

Tadhg Donohoe, Paddy Kingham,
William Dixon, Kathleen Lynch
2nd Team: PJ Gunn, Les Ashley, Frank McKeon,
Barbara O`Connell
3rd Team: David Bolger, Tom O`Connor, Neil Parkes,
Bridie Webb

99 pts
97 pts
96 pts

RESULTS OF GOLF SOCIETY
CAPTAIN Tom O`Connell`s PRIZE
29th June 2018 – Dun Laoghaire Golf Club
Sponsors – Irish Abrasives
FIRST PLACE
Paddy Kingham
SECOND PLACE Michael Kane
THIRD PLACE
Willie Dixon
CLASS 1
First place
Second place

38

John Phelan
Basil Glennon

41 points
35 points
34 points

32 points
30 points

handicap 17
handicap 29
handicap 26

handicap 11
handicap 14

CLASS 2
First place
Second place

PJ Gunn
Richard Bourne

34 points
29 points

handicap 16
handicap 6

CLASS 3
First place
Second place

Laurence Kelly
Paddy O`Leary

32 points
30 points

handicap 26
handicap 26

Past
Captain`s Prize

Willie Dixon

34 points

Back 9
Front 9

Dan Lynch
Patrick Atkinson

16 points
17 points

LADIES PRIZES
First place
Cathy O`Gorman
Second place
Marian Kelly
Third Place
Kathleen Lynch

33 points
32 points
30 points
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handicap 26

handicap 30
handicap 32
handicap 15
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Market Growth
Boosts Mood
and Ideas

Building Materials & Supplies
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Welcome one and all to The Hardware Journal’s Building
Materials & Supplies supplement – our final supplement of
2018. But don’t despair – we are already planning even more
supplements throughout 2019 that will keep you informed and
inspired as you look to grow your businesses and product ranges.
In this supplement, we check in with the titans of the trade paint
sector Dulux as they discuss their Trade Specialist range. Find out
more about their offerings on page 4.
We then move on to the experts behind Pipelife, whose new
crimp system covers every angle imaginable. Read more about
their quality connections on page 6.
The recent dry weather has been both a bane and a boon for
different members of our HAI community. The Brett Martin team
highlight some serious (yet solvable) issues surrounding drainage
and flooding on page 8.
With ever more unpredictable climate conditions, insulation
is more important than ever. In that respect, it’s worthwhile
checking out ISOVER’s new entry into the plasterboard market.
Read all about it on page 10.
Sustainability and environmentalism are two buzz words
dominating the 21st century headlines, and Ecocem appear to
be leading the charge when it comes to their cement. Learn all
about their innovative practices and products on page 12. On
page 13 we showcase the unique expertise of Irish plastering
products giant Eurometals who have been in business for over
35 years.
Construction Information Services recently released a detailed
and revealing report on the current health of the industry, with
overall increases registered almost across the board. Dive into
the figures in greater detail on page 14.
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One of the areas in the CIS report that saw a drop was the
percentage of on-site projects. Among other reasons, the rise
of NZEBs has presented the market with an intriguing disruptor.
Explore this increasingly popular phenomenon on page 16.
Belfast City mourned the desecration of one of its most beautiful
landmarks recently, with the historic building housing the Primark
store destroyed by fire. However, in happier news, another of the
city’s most iconic buildings was recently refurbished to its former
glory, with Botament’s wetroom solutions spearheading the
project. Read all about the transformation on page 17.
Noel Conroy from Sanbra Fyffe talks to The Hardware Journal
about a new product putting the squeeze on the competition.
Learn all about it on page 18.
Few names dominate their field quite like storage giants OHRA.
Find out about their wide variety of warehouse solutions on page
19.
And finally, our jam-packed supplement concludes with a
fascinating insight into the changing nature of building material
buying habits, offered by Grant Farnsworth of The Farnsworth
Group. See if any of these might affect your business on page
20.
We hope you enjoy this supplement and that it whets the
appetite for even more to come next year.

Dermot O’Shea
Editor – The Hardware Journal
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YOUR PARTNER IN FIBRE CEMENT
ROOFING & CLADDING FOR OVER 80 YEARS

www.tegral.com
+353 (0)59 863 1316
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dulux: trade specialists
Choosing your paint products is an important part of the job regardless of your project size. From the smallest space to the largest
project, Dulux Paints Ireland offers superior quality products, service
and expertise to get the job done right.
With a strategic focus on contractors and specifiers
in Ireland, the Dulux Ireland Trade Team provides the
specification information and expert knowledge your trade
customers may require to deliver projects right the first time.
Dulux products are specially engineered to give a technically
superior performance, allowing professionals to use their skill to
get fantastic end results.
The Dulux Trade product range provides a comprehensive range
of everyday and specialist paint finishes that professionals can
always rely on. The Diamond Range from Dulux Trade will help
professionals to make their great work last even longer.
Diamond Matt offers unrivalled durability in a classic matt
finish. Ten times tougher than Vinyl Matt, its innovative
technology protects walls from scrubs, scuffs and stains,
keeping busy spaces looking good for longer.
Delivering a mid-sheen finish, Diamond Eggshell offers an
unrivalled durability and stain resistance which is especially
useful in spaces with high moisture such as kitchens and
bathrooms. Dulux Trade Diamond Eggshell was recognised
as the Best Interior Design Product 2016 by the RIAI (Royal
Institute of Architects Ireland), while Cladshield, a product from
the Dulux Trade specialist range, was voted winner of the Best
Renewable Product category. Dulux Trade Cladshield offers
exterior durability and protection for plastisol coated and coil
cladded buildings. Its unique properties provide a tough and
durable paint film that is suitable for application over previously
painted and weathered cladding.
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Armstead Trade, a Dulux Paints brand, is the smart choice for
professionals to deliver the results clients demand even when
time and budgets are tight. Armstead provides the perfect
balance between price and quality, offers a full product and
colour range suitable for small and large domestic painting
projects and is supported by investment in innovation.
Developed specifically to meet the needs of the Irish
professional, the new Armstead White Base formula launched
in the market in June this year. The new formula, which can be
used as either a white matt or a pastel base for light colours,
delivers a smooth finish with glide on application and is first rate
for cut-in and touch-up. With excellent coverage and opacity,
it is the perfect product for both new build and redecoration
projects.
The Sikkens range of professional premium woodstain
systems has been specially formulated to protect and enhance
the inherent beauty of wood by allowing natural features
to show through an exceptionally translucent finish. With
outstanding durability and an excellent finish, the Sikkens
Cetol range is the first choice in woodcare coatings for the
professional.
With a comprehensive range of products, with Dulux Paints
you’ll find the right finish for every type of project from minor
fit-out to complete commercial refurbishment, retail sites to
healthcare, education to social housing.
For further information on Dulux Products and how they can
support you, please contact the Dulux Technical Advice Centre
on 021 422 0222.
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DIAMOND
IS A DECORATOR’S
BEST FRIEND
Designed for superior durability,
the Dulux Trade Diamond paint
range will keep high traffic
interiors looking stylish for
longer, withstanding knocks
and scuffs.

Attractive by name and tough by
nature, this high performance paint
brings class to home decorating
with finishes available in trendsetting
shades like Heart Wood,
Colour of the Year 2018.

AkzoNobel, the AkzoNobel logo, the flourish logo, Dulux
Trade, Diamond Technology are trademarks
of the AkzoNobel Group. © AkzoNobel 2018.
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Make the QUaLItY
ConneCtIon wIth new
QUaL-PeX CrIMP sYsteM
The Qual-PEX Crimp system is a new unique system designed
by Pipelife specifically for the Irish market. Unlike other crimp
systems the Qual-PEX CRIMP system is supplied in Irish
sizes of ½” and ¾” for use with Qual-PEX pipe. The Qual-PEX
CRIMP system requires no expensive tooling, no reaming of
the joint prior to fitting, no pipe inserts, and gives an incredibly
secure joint. The system is designed for optimal installation
speed, ease of use, joint security, and competitiveness.
Because it is Irish sized the system is ideal for use in retrofit
applications or other applications as it is fully compatible with
existing Irish size pipe and fittings systems. For new builds
this system is unbeatable for installation speed.
Their extensive range of quality crimp fittings have complete
compatibility with our Qual-PEX pipe. The airforce grade
annealed aluminium protective metal sleeve is precisely
attached to each fitting during production and is designed to
provide a unique metal reinforced leak free joint. The polymer
fittings are made from a high performance thermoplastic and
can withstand high temperatures as well as being corrosion
resistant.
The Qual-PEX CRIMP system was designed to overcome the
shortcomings associated with other fittings systems. Simple
robust user friendly tooling, elimination of unnecessary joint
preparation/reaming, elimination of jaw size confusion, secure
joints, no need to invest in expensive tooling as your business
expands, widespread availability, competitive pricing, local
manufacturer backup and all in Irish sizes. They listened to
what Plumbers wanted and the Qual-PEX CRIMP system was
designed to deliver.
The secure water tight seal is made when the Qual-PEX pipe
is compressed onto the body of the Qual-PEX Crimp fitting.
The “air force grade” aluminium holds that seal permanently.
This seal eliminates any contact between water and metal
which has been the focus or major problems in the past. (brass
bodied fittings degrading due to corrosive water) The Qual-PEX
pipe and the Qual-PEX Crimp fittings are completely corrosion
resistant.
The sleek light weight Qual-PEX Clamp Tool has been
designed to make the seal with minimum effort form the
installer. Gone are the days of tool belts, spanners, sealer,
inserts, hacksaws, solder, gas torches, big bulky expensive
battery operated tools reamers etc. All you need is a Qual-PEX
Cutters and the Qual-PEX clamp tool. The Qual-PEX Clamp tool
is ideal for working overhead due to its light weight and the
ability to get into awkward spaces will surprise you.
Pipelife’s guarantee on the Qual-Pex Crimp System against
manufacturing defects is a minimum of 50 years. The
guarantee remains valid, provided that the pipe and fittings
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are installed as per the company’s recommended installation
guidelines and that the products installed were not damaged
before, during or after installation.
The Benefits of the Qual-PEX Crimp System.

S.A.F. E. :

Sleek, Affordable, Fast, Efficient.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No Expensive tooling – theft of other crimp tools a
major problem, no insurance
No confusion over jaw profiles and wall diameter etc
No problems associated with mixing and matching
systems
No difficulty pulling through joists
No issue fitting in studwork: Much smaller and neater
No risk of nut loosening behind stud wall
Compression elbow v Qual-PEX Crimp System
No working with heavy press machines on site all day
No battery charging required
No water/metal contact. Completely corrosion
resistant
No joint preparation required – FAST
No fitting required in base as per conduit shoe v
compression elbow on copper
Availability of manufacture’s rep’s
Speed
Approval from engineers
Tooling up for the Qual-PEX Crimp System is
inexpensive
As your company expands, no forking out thousands
of Euro on tooling up
Simple, controlled and accurate joint – every time
50 Year Guarantee

For more information, e-mail ireland@pipelife.com or
visit www.pipelife.ie.
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Pipes for Life

Make the Quality Connection
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with our NEW Qual-PEX Crimp System
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• Sleek • Affordable • Fast • Efficient

✗
NO O RINGS

✗

✗

NO PIPE INSERT

NO SOLDERING

✗
NO BULKY TOOLS

✗
NO REAMING
OF PIPE

Comprehensive range of fittings
available in ½” & ¾” to suit every job.
For more information go to www.pipelife.ie
Pipelife Ireland Ltd, White’s Cross, Cork T23T992.
Phone: 021-4884700 Fax: 021-4884701 Email: ireland@pipelife.com
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suds Combat the
risk of Flooding
The team over at Brett Martin Plumbing and Drainage write for
The Hardware Journal about the very real problems of
(and solutions to) flooding and drainage.
The long hot summer of 2018 has parched Irish landscapes,
increasing the risk of flooding as the dry soils will not be able
to absorb water into the ground. Combined with the fact
that brownfield land is being built upon, our flood resilience
is an important debate to be had across householders,
insurers, councils and the Environmental Protection Agency.
Undoubtedly, surface water run-off needs to be tackled, with
best practice Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) offering
a solution which avoids using the overloaded sewerage
system.
It’s a given that the more we urbanise the landscape, the
less land we have for rainfall to be able to soak away into the
ground. One solution to the flash flood issue is to manage
rainwater where it falls, reducing the demand on built
drainage and the sewerage infrastructure.
Taking a SuDS approach to managing water, housebuilders
and developers can manage the risk of surface flooding by
integrating these solutions into developments, whilst at the
same time influencing other aspects of the site and reducing
impermeable areas wherever possible.
Sustainable drainage mimics natural drainage processes by
allowing rainfall to soak into the ground where possible or
by delaying discharges. Reducing both the volume and rate
of surface water run-off to sewers and watercourses, this
helps to improve water quality, ecology and amenity value
of watercourses. It is important, however, to remember that
there is no single drainage solution for any one site.
There are a number of options, from natural above ground
SuDS solutions including swales, detention ponds, basins
and permeable surfaces to engineered solutions such as
concrete culverts, plastic pipes, attenuation tanks and
soakaways.
Faced with rising costs and stricter deadlines, modularisation
is growing in popularity as contractors look to find the
next generation of efficient and economical products and
systems. Due to the numerous benefits both on- and
off-site, underground modular geocellular units such as
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StormCrate from Brett Martin Plumbing and Drainage have
become an increasingly popular choice at every stage of
the supply chain, from the architect and specifier to the
contractor and client.
Modular approach
Weighing in at only 18kg per module and measuring
1200mm x 600mm x 420mm, the StormCrate modular units
can be easily lifted by hand and then laid or stacked in rows.
The units are suitable for a range of applications including
residential, commercial and industrial projects.
StormCrates can either be wrapped in a geotextile which
allows stored water to slowly seep into the surrounding
ground and back into the water table; or a more common
practice, wrapped in an impermeable geomembrane to
create a sealed underground tank. The outlet from this tank
is then controlled to facilitate a slow release of the stored
water back into the drainage system over a longer period.
Manufactured from recycled plastic, StormCrates have
a high void ratio of 95% which means that the units are
highly-efficient at storing up to 300 litres of water in the
event of heavy rains. If inspectability is required for future
maintenance, then Brett Martin can offer StormCrate
Inspect Crates. There are no limits on the use and design
of the surface over the system and StormCrates may be
successfully installed under parking areas, driveways and
landscaped areas.
Engineered solutions such as StormCrate from Brett
Martin Plumbing and Drainage can work in association
with traditional SuDS solutions to provide effective flood
protection for both the short and long term. With this
summer being the hottest, and with our winters looking
wetter and bleaker as the years pass, urgent solutions must
be actioned in order to preserve the health of our landscape.
To find out about the complete range of Brett Martin
StormCrate drainage solutions visit: www.brettmartin.com
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PLUMBING & DRAINAGE PRESENTS

Lightweight and
Ultra Tough

Exceptional
Load Bearing

When conventional drainage systems are
swamped, storm water becomes flood water.
With an epic thirst soaking up high intensity
rainfall, Brett Martin’s StormCrate offers
serious protection against flooding.
Escape flooding with the power of
StormCrate Tel 048 9084 9999 or Email
sales@brettmartin.com
www.brettmartin.com

Epic Thirst for
Storm Water
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IsoVer launches new
InLiner Board
This August saw ISOVER Ireland launch an innovative
new laminated mineral wool plasterboard to the market –
ISOVER InLiner Board. This product, which has been developed
in Ireland specifically for the Irish market, represents a great
improvement in the options available to the Irish construction
industry in terms of suitable materials for the pitched roof
applications.
The mineral wool component of the board is super dense,
rigid, and both thermally and acoustically high performance,
meaning that it is perfect for pitched roof application on rafters,
where rigidity and strength is needed the most. ISOVER InLiner
Board has been independently tested for acoustic and thermal
performance, as well as a robust and solid plaster finish, so
the product can be relied upon for residential pitched roof
applications where a perfect plaster finish is needed.
ISOVER InLiner Board boasts a 62.5mm thickness and comes in
a standard 2.4m x 1.2m size. It has been successfully installed
on projects in both Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland
upon its launch in August, and more details can be found on
https://www.isover.ie/products/isover-inliner-board.
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ISOVER Marketing Manager Valerie Dent said of InLiner: “We
at ISOVER Ireland are delighted to celebrate the launch of
ISOVER InLiner Board to the Irish market. This product has
been developed taking into account the needs of Irish building
designers and contractors, who provided us with feedback
calling for a robust, acoustic and thermally high-performance
finishing laminated board to meet the challenges of the modern
construction market.”
For thermal calculations for pitched roof applications using
ISOVER InLiner Board as the on-rafter mineral wool and
plasterboard component, the ISOVER Technical Team are
available for advice and support. Please visit www.isover.ie for
more details on ISOVER Support services.
ISOVER InLiner Board has been tested in conjunction with the
Vario® complete solution of membranes, tapes and sealant and –
when installed according to the provided installation details – is
covered as part of SpecSure for Saint Gobain systems.
September/October 2018

BECOME AN
INSULATION

HERO
AT THE ISOVER AWARDS 2019

ARE YOU A BUILDER OR DESIGNER?
THE ISOVER AWARDS 2019 WILL SHOWCASE A WIDE RANGE OF
BEST PRACTICE INSTALLATIONS, HIGH PERFORMING BUILDINGS
AND PROJECTS FROM AROUND IRELAND.

CALL FOR ENTRIES

WIN UP TO €5000 IN PRIZE MONEY
ANSWER THE CALL,
VISIT WWW.ISOVER.IE
FOR ENTRY FORMS &
SUBMISSION DETAILS
CLOSING DATE FOR ENTRIES IS APRIL 2019

ISOVER
AWARDS
2019

Energy Efficient Design & Build
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ecocem – the low carbon,
high-tech cement
Ecocem’s cement – commonly known as GGBS (Ground
Granulated Blastfurnace Slag) – is produced by recycling and
processing waste material generated from iron and steel
production. GGBS is an advanced cement technology which,
when mixed in concrete with portland cement, enables significant
technical and environmental benefits. Ecocem’s GGBS has the
lowest registered carbon footprint for cement in Ireland.
In addition to its bulk cement operations, Ecocem began producing
its award winning “Next Generation Cement” 25kg bags from
its state-of-the-art bagging plant in Dublin Port. Ecocem’s bagged
cement is fully certified for use within the cement standards as
well as in the Dept. of Agriculture’s standards and is normally
available within the same pricing categories as traditional portland
cement products.
What makes Ecocem cement different?
Ecocem’s “Next Generation Cement” creates different
characteristics in concrete than concrete comprising traditional
portland cement only. As such, when compared with traditional
portland cement products, Ecocem’s “Next Generation Cement”
bags enable stronger and more durable (longer usable life)
concrete. Also, because GGBS is a recycled product, the carbon

footprint of Ecocem’s 25kg bag is
reduced significantly, approximately
50% lower than that of traditional
cement bags.
Ecocem’s growing user base for
“Next Generation Cement”, which
includes plasterers, bricklayers, paving
contractors, farmers, ground workers
and flooring specialists, have more
(and very practical) reasons for using
Ecocem. These include its ability to
maintain longer open times and enhance the workability of the
fresh concrete which also requires less admixture and water.
Ecocem is ideal for large and small-scale projects, and highly
applicable for uses including concrete, mortar, screed and render.
In addition to these reasons, the user groups like the whiter, highquality and smoother finish of concrete which is achieved using
Ecocem’s 25kg bags.
Ecocem 25kg bagged cements are packaged in weather-resistant
hybrid bags which are significantly more resilient to the effects of
weather.
Where is Ecocem’s “Next Generation Cement” available?
Ecocem ‘Next Generation Cement’ is available in builder’s
merchants and agricultural stores throughout Ireland. If by any
chance it is not available in your local outlet, give them a call and
they will assist you further.

TECHNICAL BENEFITS
•
•
•

Stronger - increases in strength over longer period
resulting in stronger concrete
More Durable – highly resistant to attack from chemicals
including, salts, chloride, waste water and farm effluent
Longer open times – extended workability and ease of use

ARCHITECTURAL BENEFITS
•
•

Brighter colour and smoother finish – aesthetically
superior with high quality finish
Reduced efflorescence –naturally supresses the causes of
white patches on brick or concrete

COMMERCIAL BENEFITS
•
•

Weather resistance bag – hybrid bag which is more
appropriate to the local weather conditions
Price competitive - premium product in the same price
category as other bagged cements

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
•

Low carbon cement – carbon footprint approximately
50% lower than a traditional bag of cement

USE NEXT GENERATION CEMENT TODAY!
TO FIND OUT MORE CALL +353 (0)1 678 1800 OR VISIT www.ecocem.ie
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Unique eurometals
serving up quality
Eurometals Ltd has been designing and manufacturing
galvanised plastering bead and metal profiles for over
35 years in Saggart, Co. Dublin. The company is familyowned and employs 15 local staff. Their team has many
years of experience in providing a comprehensive range of
construction products to customers. Their staff has a wealth
of knowledge in the building materials they supply, and they
are always willing to give advice.
Quality Guaranteed
Their in-house QA team quality check all products as they
come off the production line to ensure that only perfect
products enter the market. Only the best raw materials are
used to achieve these high standards. All their products –
which they both manufacture and sell – are CE Certified.
Manufacturing & Sourcing Products for their Customers’
needs.
If they do not currently supply the product you need, their
sales team are happy to source additional products, or their

manufacturing team have the ability to design and produce
various metal straps and profiles to meet your site-specific
needs.
Visit our website now to see a full range of our products and
services.
Nationwide Delivery
Their location in Saggart, Co. Dublin, based on the N7, is
uniquely situated to offer next-day delivery for Dublin and
the surrounding areas. Their Logistics team also endeavour
to meet this same standard for their customers across the
island of Ireland, using their in-house delivery service or wellestablished national couriers.
An Irish company
Eurometals is an Irish company and the only manufacturer
of galvanised plaster beads in Ireland. They are proud of their
roots and strive to maintain their core values. Eurometals is
looking to the future and remains confident that they can stay
customer focused in an ever-growing market.

Ireland’s only manufacturer of Plastering Products
Mini Mesh, Angle Beads, Plaster Stops, Brick Reinforcing Rolls
For Sales Contact:

Bernie: 01 4580014
Declan: 087 7639949
Martin: 086 2672978
info@eurometals.ie

we don’t cut corners...we make them!
Eurometals Ltd. 100 Mill Road, Saggart, Co. Dublin, Ireland. D24 KW40
September/October 2018
www.eurometals.ie
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CIs release key
construction stats
Construction Information Services (CIS) has published their
Q2 2018 Construction Market Review which provides a
comparative analysis of the construction sector to date
in 2018, measured against the corresponding periods in
previous years. It provides an insight into future planning
pipelines from regional and sectoral perspectives.

Key Report Statistics
The volume of projects On-Site was down 5% on the first
half (H1) of 2017 with just over 1,280 moving to this stage.
Residential is by far the biggest sector in volume terms with
320 projects commencing in this period.
The volume of projects granted planning in the first half
of 2018 has increased by 6% on the same period last
year. Residential is the best performing sector with a 20%
increase in the volume of projects granted planning
There has been an increase of 34%, with over ¤5.25 billion
in projects granted planning in the first half of 2018, up from
¤3.8 billion in H1 2017.
The overall volume of projects submitted for planning has
decreased by 1% when compared with H1 2017.
Email donnaquinn@cisireland.com to request a free Q2
2018 Construction Activity Report in PDF format.

Self Build Statistics

*Self Build Data generated and was accurate on
14th August 2018. Contact CIS for the latest figures.
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Volume and Value of Construction Sectors Added/
Updated to the CIS Online System to Date in 2018
by the Research Team
(Data generated on 14th August 2018 and values rounded to the
nearest million)

Northern Ireland
Sector

Volume

Value

Agriculture

191

£85m*

Civil and Utilities

250

£2.7bn

Commercial

673

£1.2bn

Community and Sport

543

£461m

Education

181

£627m

Hospitality

226

£336m

Industrial

361

£669m

Medical

119

£417m

Residential

1,279

£3.2bn

Dwelling units approved up 80.8%
1. In the first quarter of 2018, planning permissions were
granted for 8,405 dwelling units, compared with 4,650 units
for the same period in 2017, an increase of 80.8%. This
quarter saw the first permissions granted by An Bórd Pleanala
through Strategic Housing Development Applications, which
accounted for 62% of the quarterly increase in dwellings. The
first quarter figures also show that:
2. Of the total permissions for dwelling units granted in the
first quarter of 2018, 5,917 were houses and 2,488 were
apartments (3,754 houses and 896 apartments in 2017). This
shows an increase of 58% in the number of houses, as well
as a significant increase in the number of apartment units of
178% on the same quarter in 2017.
3. Total floor area planned in Q1 2018 was 2,037,000m². Of this,
61% was for new dwellings, 28% for other new constructions
and 11% for extensions. The total floor area planned
increased by 39.5% in comparison with the first quarter of
2017 (1,460,000m² in Q1 2017).
4. One-off houses accounted for 23.5% (1,391) of all new
houses granted planning permission in this quarter. (Where,
there was 5,917 houses in total – see point 2 above). This
sector experienced 9.3% growth on the same period in 2017.

Table 1: Planning Permissions

Republic of Ireland
Sector

Volume

Value

Agriculture

1,520

¤752m

Civil and Utilities

964

¤8.6bn

Commercial

1,599

¤4.2bn

Community and Sport

1,072

¤710m

Education

1,073

¤1.1bn

Hospitality

642

¤2.9bn

Industrial

850

¤4bn

Medical

390

¤1.3bn

Residential

2,493

¤11.4bn

+-%
Change

Jan - Mar 2018

000m

2

2015

2016

2017

2018

Dwellings

525

502

760

1,242

+63.4%

Other New

243

522

421

575

+36.6%

Total New

768

1,024

1,181

1,817

+53.9%

Extensions

206

256

279

220

-21.1%

Total
Permissions

974

1,280

1,460

2,037

+39.5%

New
Construction

Thanks to Claire Kelly, Tegral for collating this information.
Source: CSO

About CIS
Construction Information Services (CIS) is Ireland’s leading
provider of business intelligence to the Construction and Allied
Industries. Founded in 1972, CIS is celebrating 46 years of
providing comprehensive, researched, verified and real-time
information on all building projects throughout Ireland – North and
South. Our highly qualified research team investigate valuable
projects in great detail to ensure businesses can make important
decisions quickly and generate the right contract and supply
opportunities for their pipeline.
September/October 2018
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a future guided by nZeBs
Energy efficiency and the building sector
Commercial and residential buildings in Europe are overall
responsible for 40% of total energy consumption and 36% of
CO2 emissions. Similar trends are registered in Ireland and
Northern Ireland, where the residential sector alone accounts
respectively for 27.1% and 30% of the overall energy use,
contributing with almost equal percentage of CO2 emissions.
Space and water heating, cooling systems, lighting (regulated
energy) and appliances (unregulated energy) constitute the main
sources of energy consumption in a domestic environment.
Considering the relevance of the statistical and practical
impact of building energy inefficiency, the potential for a
renovation of the commercial and residential sectors are easily
understandable.
Academic studies show that, in the most ambitious scenario,
by 2020 the share of nearly zero energy buildings will reach 6%
of the total stock, leading to emission reductions of over 50%
compared to the 1990 level and primary energy reductions of
25% compared with today. Securing a more sustainable and
energy efficient housing stock implies economic benefits, as
a consequence of reduced housing running costs, reduced
dependency on fossil fuel and energy import. An energy
efficient house has also proved to provide better comfort, health
and living standards.
It is in this scenario that the so called “zero energy” or “zero
emission” buildings have been identified as the main solution to
convert the building sector into more sustainable and affordable
standards. Net Zero Energy Buildings represent now both a
legislative requirement and a crucial element of the European
and national policy agenda for the building and environmental
sector.

General Definition
In simple terms, a nearly zero energy building is a house which
is responsible for little or zero carbon emission. This goal can
be reached due to fabric improvements (insulation, airtightness,
etc.) and extreme low carbon heat and power technologies
(high-efficiency boilers, photovoltaic panels, solar hot water, etc).
The main instruments supporting the transition to zero carbon
are the progressive tightening of national building regulations
and the domestic transposition of the EU Directives.
In Ireland, the implementation of NZEB is developed “in the light
of cost-optimal calculations, industry consultation, review and
public consultation as well as further developments in relation to
policy and legislation”. A National Energy Efficiency Action Plan
is in place, as prescribed by the directive on energy performance
of buildings and the national regulation is incrementally setting
higher standard for buildings energy performance.

European legislative framework and NZEB
The United Nations Environment Programme identified
building energy standards as among the most effective
instruments for reducing buildings related emissions.
The European union has set up a regulatory framework
to address and lead buildings energy efficiency, with the
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (2010), the
Directive on Energy Efficiency (2012) and the Renewable
Energy Directive (2009) as its key tenets.
The Directives have been recently updated, with the
recast Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD)
introducing the concept of Nearly Zero Energy Buildings
(NZEB) and specifying that, by 31st December 2018, new
buildings occupied and owned by public authorities must
meet the nearly zero-energy standard, and that by 31st
December 2020, all new buildings must meet the nearly
zero- energy standard.
The Directive encourages Member States to draw up
national plans for increasing the presence of NZEB on EU
territories, designing their own path towards a net zero
energy building stock.
However, while laying down the general goals that must
be achieved, the Directive provides neither a detailed
methodology nor specific definitions and putting those
criteria into practice is left to Member States’ discretion.

Reaching NZEB through the Passive House Standard
Passive houses focus on energy saving instead of energy
production, which is also the path paved by European legislation
and environmental targets. A passive house is designed to have
an energy demand that is as low as practically achievable. With
such a small amount of energy to be supplied, it is easier to
meet the subsequent demand by renewable sources.
The renewables sector while a vital part of the overall solution,
is still affected by some fundamental issues. While it is possible
(but potentially costly) to size a renewable energy system to
address the energy gap, issues remain such as the seasonal
gap. This is the inability to store excess energy generated in the
summer (especially that which is produced through solar PV)
for use during the winter period when demand for energy is
higher. For this reason, the combination of low energy standards
such as Passive House, together with renewables, represents
the perfect match. It involves fewer costs (reducing the capital
and maintenance costs associated with renewables) and solves
problems related to energy storage and seasonal gaps.
Source: www.phai.ie
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Botament brighten
Belfast landmark
The team from Botament talk to The Hardware Journal about how
their wetroom solutions spearheaded a ¤60m renovation of one
of Belfast City’s most iconic hotels.
Botament’s wetroom solutions range is proving to be a
great success for retailers since its launch earlier this year.
A recent project in Belfast where all 320 bathrooms used
the new wetroom solution range is a clear example. Over
the past eight months, work has been ongoing on this
site, with the help of Botament technicians to offer onsite
support. From the outset, even at the design stage,
Botament were involved with the project. We don’t just
offer supply to the retailer but, through ongoing technical
and sales support, projects like this turn into reality.
Botament’s approach is “a one-stop shop” for all tiling
and waterproofing requirements. This gives the client
reassurance and reliability, with quick and easy-toinstall materials. At the same time, working in close
partnership with retailers to launch new products systems
is critical to success. In addition to onsite technical
support, we provided product installation training for both
applicators and sales staff on this project.
The wetroom range used on this occasion is a complete
system for waterproofing and tiling of hotel Ensuites.
This included Botament building boards as an appropriate
background. Building boards are the natural choice for wet
areas, as they are suitable for countless substructures,
such as plaster, tiles, studding, paint and many more.
Available in a wide range of sizes and thicknesses, they
open up a sheer limitless array of design possibilities.
The Botament building boards are the ideal substrate for

tiles; quick and easy to install, light and easy to handle,
giving heat insulation and proving highly mould-resistant,
as well as resulting in a faster installation time for the
builder. The system is the only one on the market with
ETAG certification, with all material coming from the one
producer. In addition to Botament building boards, each
bedroom suite used Botament AE waterproofing
membrane, Botament Tile adhesive and grouts, as can be
seen on some photos taken during construction.
The rest of the internal tiling in the hotel was also
installed using Botament products, including an
impressive marble floor throughout the lobby. Having
the right choice of adhesive to offer your customer
when fitting natural stone is crucial, in particular for
stone that is sensitive to discolouration. For this
application, Botament Multistone natural stone adhesive
was supplied as the right solution.
Botament offer a complete, top-quality package for any
wetroom project – no matter what the project size.
The building was formally an office, now transformed into
the most expensive built hotel in the North of Ireland,
with ¤60m spent on the upgrade. The décor throughout
is lavish. It is the tallest commercial building in Belfast,
with 23 floors – complete with a viewing tower at top to
enjoy great views of the city. The building was developed
by Hasting Hotel Group and was constructed by Graham
Builders. The architects that designed the hotel are RPP.

Botament® Reactive Waterproofing
With RD 2 The Green 1 a new milestone was reached in construction
chemicals. The new generation reactive sealant NOW comes as a single
component as RD1universal, which also sets new benchmarks!

NEW!

THE NEW SHOWER TRAY
BOTAMENT® LD XXL
Up to a maximum size of 1800 x 1200 mm

THINK

www.botament.com
MC- Building Chemicals
Mueller & Partners
Castleblayney, Co. Monaghan
Contact number 042 9751520
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Press for success
We asked Noel Conroy – Sale Manager of
Sanbra Fyffe – why The Instantor-Press®
System has become the multilayer
press-fit system of choice?
The reasons are clear – since we launched The Instantor-Press®
System, it has become both the specification engineers’ and Installers’
system of choice, and so has grown from strength to strength, creating
a “plumbing revolution” in standard plumbing thought processes today.
Sanbra Fyffe Ltd are the market leading manufacturers of the NSAI &
WRAS-approved Instantor-Press® System, and they continue to expand
the range as engineers increasingly specify this PEXB-AL-PEXB System
ahead of our market contenders.
But Why?
• Because The Instantor Press® System`s components are significantly
more cost-effective than traditional system components.
• Because The Instantor Press® System is simpler, faster, and easier to
install with lower associated labour costs.
• Because The Instantor Press® System meets the temperature and
pressure requirements of a domestic and commercial hot and cold
plumbing application.
• Because The Instantor Press® System is the only multilayer piping
system approved by the NSAI to “I.S.E.N” ISO 21003:2008.

Since The Instantor- Press® System’s launch in 2015, the range has
grown significantly with new components added continuously. Some of
these most recent additions include the introduction of Insulated Pex-AlPex in red and blue sleeved pipe, Press-Fit lever action ball valve’s plus
radiator valve extension pieces.
Another example of Pex B`s (The Instantor Pex-al-Pex raw material)
qualities includes more resistance to chloramines as used in hospitals,
medical centres, schools etc. for disinfection purposes, thus providing a
longer life expectancy in these building criteria.
Noel Conroy explains that the Instantor-Press System has become the
system of choice for the engineering and plumbing professional.
The Instantor Press System is quick to install in three simple steps –
Cut, Calibrate & Press – saving on time and costs as fewer fittings and
jointing materials are required when compared with traditional plumbing
methods. Another noted benefit is that no hot works permits are
required as the system is heat-free and requires no soldering, resulting
in the removal of any potential heat/flame damage and – in addition –
eliminating the associated insurance costs.
Instantor® Press fittings are designed for use in sanitary water supply
and heating systems and are available in sizes 16mm, 20mm, 26mm
and 32mm.
The extensive range of plumbing and heating products provided by
Sanbra Fyffe include other brands of note such as INSTANTOR®
brass compression fittings, TUCSON® pumps, motorised valves
and expansion vessels, EIRLINE® taps, IMMERTEC® & ELEMEX®
immersion heaters, SANKEL® central heating chemical treatments and
LEISURE & RANGEMASTER sinks.
Sanbra Fyffe Tel: +353 1 842 6255 Email: sales@sanbra.ie
Web: www.sanbra.ie

MULTILAYER
PIPING SYSTEMS
I.S. EN ISO 21003-1:2008

NSAI Certified
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The makers of INSTANTOR®

www.sanbra.ie

Conex Works, Santry Avenue, Dublin 9, D09 K160
T: +353(0)1 842 6255 | E: sales@sanbra.ie
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Caring for your warehouse with ohra
With OHRA, you can trust in almost 40 years of experience in
warehouse technology and storage solutions.
OHRA is one of the leading manufacturers of storage
equipment in Europe with a broad range from which to choose,
starting from small racking systems up to a full, automatic
warehouse operation, including storage and retrieval machines
and warehouse software.
For different individual requirements, especially for builders’
merchant stores, OHRA provides bespoke products for many
applications, customized to the goods to be stored and to
the available handling devices. In accordance with these
requirements, we plan, produce and install storage systems
like cantilever racking for long goods, pallet racking for heavy
loads or mezzanine floors for an ideal use of the existing storage
space.
OHRA is the European market leader and specialist for
cantilever racking. We are a reliable partner for the builders’
merchant business. All racking systems are made of high-quality
solid hot-rolled steel. The unique arm-to-upright connection
allows the arm to move freely in the case of impacts by the
forklift truck, avoiding undue damages to arms, uprights and the
storage material. The arms can be adjusted easily in the height,
without using tools.

September/October 2018

Cantilever racks and other racks are available in high-quality
powder coating or as hot-dipped galvanized surface for outdoor
installation.
Additional services such as assembly, statics calculations or
drawings complete the range of our services.
For further information, visit www.ohra.ie.
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Grant Farnsworth:
how Building Material
Buying habits are Changing
In recent years, every industry has felt the shift in how their
customers research and purchase products, and the building
materials industry is no exception.
As a building materials manufacturer, understanding your
audience and what motivates them to purchase is an important
part of continuing to adapt to the changes in the industry. In
the last five years, there have been huge shifts in the buying
habits of builders, contractors, architects, and other consumers
in the space.
Smarter Building Materials Marketing recently chatted with
Grant Farnsworth from the Farnsworth Group – a firm that
performs custom market research that solely focuses on
building products, hardware, and home improvement. Grant is
the vice president of business development and specializes in
understanding buying shifts in the building products space.
The Farnsworth Group understands the different client needs
across manufacturers and they use primary research to help
improve a company’s market performance.
According to Grant, it’s critical to be knowledgeable about the
space so that you can be fully engaged in the industry on all
levels.

Two Big Changes in the Building Product Industry
1) Price versus Quality and User Experience
Price pressure is starting to drop with the cheapest product
not necessarily being the more popular option. Consumers
are now willing to pay more if they’re shown the value of the
more expensive option, including quality, convenience, service,
and support. A lot of this depends on the category, but it’s
particularly true when you look at goods at a higher price point.
Research shows younger consumers (who are typically
portrayed as cash strapped and overburdened with debt) often
are willing to spend, but you need to present a strong value
proposition in order for them to do so.
In addition to quality and price, building material manufacturers
need to create an experience, whether it’s with service levels,
sales and business support, onsite delivery, or quick problem
resolution.
2) Micro Data for Informed Business Decisions
The industry is finally catching up with technology, rather than
relying on gut feelings. Research is starting to drive decisions
and companies are benefiting, which is very exciting.
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Manufacturer’s Biggest Misconceptions About
Audiences: Brand Loyalty
In general, Grant sees a lot of manufacturers who assume that
if a contractor has been loyal in the past, they’ll continue to buy
the same products going forward. But that’s not always the
case, and it’s actually a dangerous attitude to have.
The same mentality holds true for independent lumber yards
and suppliers. They think customers will keep coming back
because they’re the experts. Again, Home Depot and Lowe’s
have proved that this isn’t true. The building materials industry
needs to overcome the mindset that brand awareness is the
silver bullet for success.
On the DIY side, manufacturers face a lot of challenges and
unknowns revolving around the path to purchase. There are
more and more resources available to homeowners every day.
Grant says that manufacturers need to understand where and
when they need to get a hold of leads, what they need to say
at each point, and how long the journey is.
In short, the status quo is at risk as consumer expectations
continue to grow. Manufacturer and retail websites are one
of the consumer’s primary resources for information. You can
either be a part of that conversation or not.
But they’re going to look online whether you help them or
not. And, Grant says that the manufacturers of all sizes who
are consistent with content and driving traffic are seeing big
returns.

How to Ask Questions to Get Actionable Answers
Before you start asking your customers questions to help
inform your company’s strategy, Grant recommends having
an internal, upfront discussion to understand the broader
questions you’re trying to answer so that you can break your
results down into manageable sections of information.
Ask yourself, “What are you trying to answer and how will you
utilize your findings?” Give your sales reps a script to work off
to truly formalize the process. The questions should be openended and non-leading. Additionally, be sure to look across
different segments of your customer base, not just your most
loyal clients.
When you choose the right questions, the answers can really
drive your building materials company to have good internal
discussions on what to do differently.
Source: Smarter Building Materials Marketing / www.venveo.com
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Faster than Amazon
The home improvement and gardening industry is the last
non-digital sector, says Christian Raisson. The co-founder of
ManoMano sees potential here above all for the specialists –
and for manufacturers as the heart of the digital transformation.
How would you describe ManoMano’s development
in the last year when it comes to its acceptance by
consumers on the one hand and by suppliers and
distributors on the other?
In 2017, we became the number one online destination
for home improvement and garden products in France. In
the coming years, we expect to become the leader in this
category across the other European regions in which we
operate – Belgium, Spain, Italy, the UK and Germany. Our
customer base across Europe has reached more than two
million consumers, and we are currently driving more than 15
million unique visitors per month to our platform.
We work closely with our sellers to achieve a win-win
partnership and as a result we have a rapidly growing number
of top-quality suppliers and distributors across all country
platforms. Our objective is not to have the biggest number
of partners, but the best suppliers and distributors in Europe,
and we are therefore very selective in our choice. We want
to grow quickly, which is only possible if our partners grow as
fast as we do.

And when it comes to the ﬁgures?
Today, we offer over two million products to consumers
across Europe. In 2017, our sales reached over ¤250m,
tripling the business year-on-year, and we won’t stop there.

Are there new countries ManoMano will enter?
Right now, we are focused on the development of the
countries in which we operate and are looking into launching
new services for our partners and consumers. With a market
of ¤200bn in Europe in the six countries where ManoMano is
present, we already have plenty to do. However, if we do see
an opportunity to accelerate the business, we will do it.

At the 6th Global DIY Summit you gave a talk
entitled “Creating the new frontiers of the DIY
industry”. Can you tell our readers to what frontiers
you were referring. Sergio Giroldi, the CEO of Obi,
preached the spirit of cooperation in an interview
with DIY, the trade magazine for the Germanspeaking market. The interview was also published
in the most recent issue of DIY International.
The New Frontier is, of course, a reference to Kennedy’s
speech in 1960. At that time, the USA had to choose between
isolationism and progressivism. I do agree with Mr Giroldi
– we can’t do everything alone. We need to work together,
and not just the traditional players, but new entrants into the
market, like ManoMano.
Customers are changing faster than anticipated and they are
already living in the digital world. Look at the growth of online
shopping penetration in the last five years. It is the fastest
growing sales channel in DIY and it will continue to accelerate.
We are still surprised by our massive growth and realise that it
is because of our unique offer.

When it comes to e-commerce in general – and
the online shops of the DIY and garden category
in particular – there is (almost only) one name:
Amazon. Is Amazon overestimated – and
ManoMano underestimated?
Christian Raisson (right) and Philippe de Chanville (left), cofounders of
ManoMano
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In France, we were bigger than Amazon in the DIY category
in 2017. The “funny” thing is that this US giant created the
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new category “DIY and Garden” in the same year we launched
ManoMano in France. With my partner Philip de Chanville
– co-founder of ManoMano – we are proud to say we have
been faster than them. Amazon is a great generalist shopping
solution, but when it comes to purchasing certain specific
products that need advice, services, inspirational or technical
support, these large generalists are not the best solution
for consumers. Specialist leaders appear in many different
industries such as textile/shoes, travel, accommodation and
transport. We strongly believe that the large generalists are
too big to develop expertise in all sectors. There is room for
specialists that can bring advice and additional services, and
where a community can develop. Consumers don’t have a
personalised shopping experience through these generalist
giants, unlike through that of a specialist.
More importantly, we do not have the same philosophy as
these large retailers. ManoMano is a dedicated player in
home improvement and gardening. We understand our DIY
enthusiast customers and we speak the same language as our
partner sellers. We had to reinvent the marketplace business
model to fit this industry and, as a result, ManoMano’s
positioning is closer to DIY than e-retail.
We promote long-term strategies and collaboration with our
seller partners. Thanks to this partnership and the intelligence
we brought to the industry, we have forged strong links and
can proudly compare ourselves to the large players.
Sometimes it feels like the aim of large retailers and generalists
is to kill the market; our aim is to build the market together.

What will be the future of physical home
improvement stores?
Customers no longer want to shop anonymously in large
stores. Many retailers have not adapted to the current climate.
The home improvement and garden industry in particular
has been afraid of implementing digital solutions. Long-term
investments in intelligent digital solutions can create much
more business by diversifying the ways of doing business, but
the decision should not be about whether or not to invest in a
digital future – it is whether retailers want to survive or not.
Innovation wins. Innovative stores will flourish, but if home
improvement stores don’t adapt, they will struggle to survive.

And what will be the future of the home
improvement and garden e-tailing?
For the moment, the home improvement and garden industry
is the last non-digital sector. Most other sectors have moved
to online: travel, clothing, culture products, services… and
for between 10% and 35% of the business. Why should this
be the only industry to stay as it is? The reality is it won’t be.
There will be no exception for our industry.

There is a massive opportunity for them because we
are opening a direct access between them and the end
consumer. Which brand or retailer does not dream of
understanding its consumer, what they purchase, their habits
and behaviour?
From this change will grow a new breed of brands and
manufacturers, who will create innovative products to make
home improvement and gardening more accessible, more
economical and more environmentally respectful. ManoMano
is the simple solution, allowing these players access to
the future. Direct access to consumers will allow them to
increase their margins too.

How would you describe a typical customer of
ManoMano?
Whilst our core consumers are men, over 30 years old, who
live in the countryside and really know what they’re doing,
we have a strong following of female consumers – more than
your average home improvement retailer. Our consumers love
spending time with their families and doing DIY more than
spending a lot of time in a store. Our plan is to help educate
and advise consumers and thus open DIY up to everyone. We
want to appeal to a wide audience, men and women, good
DIYers and those for whom it’s their first time.

Why do you think that home improvement in
general is an industry worth investing in, bearing
in mind that the younger generations are not as
interested in do-it-yourself as their parents?
Actually, we see a large opportunity here! The Millennials and
Generation Y are, as you say, less interested in the traditional,
manual definition of DIY that their parents spent many hours
completing. This generation is very digital, they grew up with
the possibilities of the Internet and all it has to offer – and they
embraced it. They are passionate about being resourceful,
are less wasteful and there is a big movement of back to
basics. So we believe that, as they organise their lives through
their innovative smartphones, they will (and are) embracing
innovative products and services to improve their homes.
These consumers would rather not set foot in large stores but
prefer to go online. Home improvement is a very big market in
Europe with a very high digital potential.
This article was originally published in DIY International Issue 2/2018,
and has been reproduced here with the kind permission of both DIY
International and ManoMano.

What role will manufacturers’ brands play in this
future?
We think that manufacturers and brands are the heart of this
transformation. They are innovative and flexible, they are
best placed to take advantage of this changing market and
potentially will have the biggest impact on digitalisation.
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Our Publication

Targeted & Relevant Circulation

Wholly owned, managed and published by Hardware
Association Ireland (HAI).
All levels of the supply chain represented, including
national and international companies, multi-branch chains
and smaller independent hardware businesses within our
membership ranks.

What You Get When You Advertise in
The Hardware Journal
A circulation incorporating owner-managers, senior buyers
and key decision-makers across the entire sector.
Quality of the business, feature and technical articles in The
Hardware Journal – coupled with the up-to-date news and
product information – sets it apart.
Regular supplements showcasing quality trade and lifestyle
imagery as well as inspirational editorial.
A publication delivered on time, every time!
An identical online version, with current and all back-issues
permanently accessible (www.thehardwarejournal.ie).
Downloadable in seconds and accessed in page-turner
format, with hyperlinks to take you from article to relevant
web page at the click of a button.
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Highly targeted and relevant readership.
Interconnectivity of readers and Hardware Association
Ireland provides unparalleled networking opportunities.
The Hardware Journal has no equal, as it is the official
publication of Hardware Association Ireland (HAI).

Support Reinvested
Your support of The Hardware Journal allows Hardware
Association Ireland to invest in increased services and benefits
for members and the sector:
Effective representation
Education
Market intelligence
Networking opportunities such as The Hardware
Conference and The Hardware Show

Be at the Front of the Line
Have your products front and centre of the industry’s go-to
publication dedicated to continued and future innovative
and sector-lead content and development, such as
dedicated supplements and investment in sector specific
research.

Contact Jim Copeland by calling 01 2980969 or
by emailing jim@hardwareassociation.ie today
to book your double-page spread, a unique
opportunity not to be missed.
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CPR Portal

Making a Merchants
Life Easier
Hardware Association Ireland (HAI) is seeking to create an online portal
for members (Builders Merchants) and potentially non-members, that
contains compliance documentation from all manufacturers, distributers
and suppliers who manufacture or import products and materials
that comply with the Construction Product Regulation.
This data would be accessed by merchants who are requested to produce
certification on relevant products for their customers (Builders).

How is this currently managed by
buildersmerchants?

The problem:
•

There is currently no reliable system to retrieve
Compliance Documentation from a single online
portal.

Merchants issue memory sticks with documentation
per job on it.

•

No harmonised method of storing and making
available Compliance Documentation.

•

Trade counter refer to back office to email
documentation to builder.

•

No instant, constant access to Compliance
Documentation.

•

Merchants search manufacturer/supplier websites and
provide it at the counter.

•

•

Waste – there is a considerable amount of labour/time
being spent by merchants on retrieving Compliance
Documentation on behalf of their customers.

Call manufacturer/supplier to get it sent, usually the
sales rep.

•

One buying group have an alphabetical list of
documents if members request assistance.

•

Solution with single online portal:
How do manufacturers/suppliers currently
handle the admin of CPR documents?

•

Ease of Retrieval of Compliance Documentation.

•

•

Improve access to key information.

•

Improve data confidentiality by better access control
to Compliance Documentation.

•

Reduce waste/inefficient use of time retrieving
Compliance Documentation.

•

Reduce Compliance Documentation errors.

•
•
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Provide the documentation on their website for
download.
Take phone calls asking for documentation from
merchants/architects/specifiers.
Internal admin job providing documentation (combined
with online access).
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CPR Portal

How will the CPR portal work?

Uploads data

Downloads data

Supplier/
Manufacturer
documentation

Construction
Product
Regulation
portal

Option 1
In-House Solution - File Uploading By
HAI Members - HAI Member manages
the uploading of their own Compliance
Documentation to online portal.

Option 2
Hybrid Solution – HAI Members
have the option to upload and add
Compliance Documents using their
own personnel. If needed, Help
Team (3rd party) can add and upload
Compliance Documentation on behalf
of the HAI Member.

Builders
Merchant

Option 3
Fully Outsourced Managed Service –
Help Team carry out all aspects of the
Compliance Documentation process.
Help Team will add and catalogue
electronic and paper Compliance
Documentation.

Response to
portal solution from merchants:
•

Documentation all in one place – saves time and
effort.

•

Expand to include technical guides, safety/hazardous
material information etc.

•

24/7 access

•

Supplier responsibility to clarify/define product by
code (reduce familiar names).

•

Acknowledgement that this will take time and
behavioural change.

Positive for industry because:
•

Starts the process of standardisation of industry
documentation in one place.

•

Leading to potential for harmonisation of product
name and code in merchants.

•

Resultant benefit of production of category sales
trends.
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For more information contact Jim on 01 298 0969 or
email: jim@hardwareassociation.ie
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Online Content

A Simple Guide to getting
your business online
In this edition, HAI has collaborated with the IE Domain Registry
to demystify the process of setting up a website for any business,
and highlight just how simple it is for hardware business owners
to set up their own website and to reap the benefits.
“Getting online is a crucial part of growing your
business” – Naomi Temple, IEDR.
According to the latest IE Domain Registry’s Digital Health
Index, Irish SMEs who are online gain an extra ¤26,825 a year
by selling their products and services online, and 78% of Irish
SMEs say their website is important in generating new business
and sales. With the growing phenomenon of e-commerce not
disappearing any time soon, and Amazon and Screwfix closing
in on the Irish market, it’s now more important than ever that
hardware businesses take the opportunity to get their business
online.
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Here’s our simple guide to getting your business online:

Step 1: Pick your site
There are a range of website creator sites available to build your
site, including:
• Wordpress
• Wix
• Squarespace
• Weebly
Each offers a huge range of templates and suggested layouts,
some including very user-friendly drag-and-drop interfaces. They
even allow for small online shopping solutions.
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Online Content

Step 2: Get a domain name
Registering a “.ie” online address is faster and easier than ever
since policy changes came into effect in March this year.
Now, any individual or business with a provable connection to
Ireland can register any available .ie domain name on a firstcome-first-serve basis.
1. Check if your domain is available – You can search for a .ie
domain on IE Domain Registry’s website: www.iedr.ie
2. Select one of IE Domain Registry’s Accredited .ieRegistrars,
who will help you complete your application.
3. Submit your application to your chosen Registrar
4. IEDR registers your domain.

Step 3: Get a personalised email address
A lot of web creator sites provide email services if you subscribe
to their premium plans. However, you can use Google Apps to
create your own email address at a cost of just ¤4.32 ($5) per
month.

Step 4. Build your Website
Branding
You can choose to hire a designer or to use your chosen website
creator package to create branding and ensure a consistent
look and feel throughout the website. With the website creator
package, you can do it yourself by using high-quality images and
graphics.

User Experience
Building your website is all about User Experience (or UX). UX
design is the process of designing an online experience that
is easy, intuitive and useful to the visitor. This ensures that the
layout and how the content flows across the website is in line
with how people like to search and take in information.
Here are some key tips for UX:
• Keep it simple – Make navigation straightforward and clear,
and ensure key information is at the forefront of your layout
and design.
• Use the personal touch – Where possible, tailor (personalise)
the website experience to each user or group of users.
• Registration prompt/pop-ups – Consider the best times
to seek information for registrations, e.g. after a certain
minimum time on site or after a sale has concluded.
• Product Display – Ensure that your products display area
is well designed, and includes all the key details including
price, availability, delivery cost, etc. In addition, ensure that
only high-quality photographs are used.
• Call to Action (CTA) buttons – CTA buttons are key
prompts in taking the user from browsing to buying. This
can include “Buy Now”, “Find Out More”, “Contact Us”
and more.
• Purchasing Process – If you have built an e-commerce site,
it goes without saying that your main goal is to increase
conversions (sales). Make it as straightforward as possible
for customers to buy from you.
• Customer Service – Give your users an excellent online
experience by making it easy for them to contact you with
any questions or concerns. In a recent Digital Health Index
83% of Irish consumers said it is frustrating to extremely
frustrating if a company doesn’t have contact details on
their site.
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Content
The goal of publishing content is to attract, engage and acquire
business from your target audience. Content Marketing can help
you grow your social media audience, build awareness and trust,
enhance SEO ranking, drive web traffic and generate leads.
A Content Calendar is the easiest way to build and maintain a
consistent, easy to manage content plan. It gives you a snapshot
of your content for the year, and helps you plan towards holidays,
upcoming promotions and other events.
Here are some simple steps to setting up your own content
calendar:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Establish a routine – Decide as a team what kind of content
you will be adding, to what sites (your news blog, social
media, etc) and how often.
Get creative with your content – Use existing content to get
yourself started, for example an existing brochure or leaflet.
Break it up into a series of blog posts that you can schedule
and send out regularly.
Use online conversations to inform your content creation –
Tap into what’s going on locally or nationally. Use national
holidays, upcoming events or seasons to engage with
customers and promote your business.
Do your research: Know your audience – When putting
together your content plan you always must start with your
target audience. What information are they looking for? How
can you reach out to them?
Tip:
When setting up your website, contact your Local Enterprise
Office to apply for a Trading Online Voucher, which can
provide your business up to ¤2,500 in funding (along with
training and advice) towards your website. Contact your
Local Enterprise Office to find out more.
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Step 5: Integrate with Social Media

Step 6: Set up your Website Analytics

It’s not enough just to have a website. By integrating your
website with social media, you have another outlet to reach out
to and connect with consumers. They can share your content
with friends and connections, and it entices visitors to follow and
like your social media sites, building your reach.
Almost 70% of Irish social media users follow brands and
businesses, with most doing so through mobile devices. “This
‘always-on’ connected community offers huge opportunities
to engage with and learn about your audience.” – Oonagh
McCutcheon, IEDR.
To understand how to use social media, it’s important to
understand the best uses and practices of the different social
media tools available:

These will be part of the website package or you can monitor
your website performance using Google Analytics. This will allow
you see which parts of your website are most popular or where
visitors are dropping off.

Facebook – Facebook is the No.1 channel in Ireland
with 57% of us having an account, and is used by
the majority of businesses. Live videos of instore
events and pictures are both great ways to send
out engaging content to your audience.
Twitter – Twitter is a fast-moving medium
and is often the place where big news breaks
first. Twitter is a helpful place to interact with
customers, answer their questions and respond to
their feedback.
Instagram – 70% of all Instagram usage is
on mobile devices, and is especially relevant
when engaging with the younger market (1830). Hashtags are a helpful tool to connect your
business with a certain category, brands or events
(#BuildingMaterials, #DIY)
Pinterest – Of the 15% of Irish people using
Pinterest, 70% are women. It is largely used
to collect and share images and photos and is
becoming more popular with DIYers sharing their
projects.
Snapchat – Another photo/video-based tool,
Snapchat is growing rapidly among 18-24 year olds.
The key draw for this channel is that messages
disappear after a pre-defined time (usually an hour).
Fast and spontaneous content like videos of instore
events or competitions work well.
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Step 7: Promote!
Once you are up and running use all your existing contact points
(online or offline) to promote your new website, for example:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Email signatures
Business cards
Brochures
Social media
Product packaging
In-store branding/signage
Local advertising

Tap into your existing networks (including Hardware Association
Ireland!) and see about getting your website launch featured in
their advertising or trade publications.
Setting up your website is simple and is the best way of reaching
out to today’s savvy customer. By being online you can now
target customers searching for products online and direct them
to your online store or even to your physical store if they are
searching locally.
If you need any support with getting your business online
IEDR is here to help with their OPTIMISE programme for
SMEs. Developed in 2011 this initiative empowers small
businesses to improve their online presence, hone their digital
capabilities and grow their e-commerce sales.
HAI has partnered with IE Domain Registry to offer places
on the OPTIMISE programme to qualifying HAI members
who are interested in developing their online presence.
For more information contact Aoife Kinsella at aoife@
hardwareassociation.ie or call 01 2980969.
If you want further support and guidance on developing your
online activity, sign up to HAI’s Introduction to Successful
Branding or Digital Marketing and Social Media workshops.
Email aoife@hardwareassociation.ie for more information.
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80th Anniversary

Hygeia Chemicals Ltd –
80 Years of Innovation
In the latest instalment of our Anniversary series –
celebrating HAI’s 80th birthday this year – household name
Hygeia also pop the champagne cork as they themselves
close in on 80 years in business.
In 1939, Dr Donny Coyle had a vision. As a vet and entrepreneur,
he knew that more cereal would have to be grown to meet the
demands of the impending Second World War, and that these
seeds would need to be treated to protect them and ensure
maximum yields. He set up Hygeia Chemicals Ltd to provide a
much-needed solution for the Irish farmer to protect crops and
livestock.
Today, Hygeia manufactures and distributes a wide range of
garden care products alongside its agricultural and veterinary
offering. We continue to innovate and adapt to the market, with
decades of expertise and research and development at the
heart of everything we do.
We have won multiple awards for our GreenForce Lawn Gold
organic-based lawn care range, and strive to offer solutions to
gardening challenges encountered by every gardener, while
adapting to the constantly changing regulatory, environmental
and retail landscape.
Our new Mosgo All Natural Probiotic Multi Surface Cleaner is
the latest addition to our incredibly popular Mosgo range. Child
and pet safe, bee friendly and free from harmful chemicals,
Mosgo All Natural Probiotic Multi Surface Cleaner continues to
work the longer you leave it on: the probiotics ‘eat’ the dirt.
With glyphosate in the news and on the minds of both
consumers and retailers, an excellent alternative is new Hytrol
All Natural Path & Drive Weed & Mosskiller – a glyphosate
free formula that works quickly to kill weeds and moss on hard
surfaces.

With a very difficult spring season behind us, many lawns are in
need of rescue. The exceptional snowy conditions followed by a
heatwave and drought a few months later meant that it was not
a normal lawn care season. To this end, Hygeia was delighted to
launch a Lawn Recovery Plan in July comprising Instant Green
Lawn Tonic and Lawn Gold Summer Green. Instant Green Lawn
Tonic is a unique blend of chelated iron and nitrogen to ensure
that the nutrients are readily absorbed by the grass to give an
immediate rich, deep greening that lasts all season. A week
later this is followed by an application of Lawn Gold Summer
Green – an organic based lawn feed that uses slow release
technology to feed the grass while naturally suppressing moss.
Used together these products will help scorched, stressed
lawns recover from the highly unusual weather conditions of the
past few months.
While still a family owned company, it is clear to see that
Hygeia has never stood still. We have continued to move with
consumer demand and have anticipated and responded to
changes in the marketplace. We have developed a sophisticated
online presence and attractive consumer branding to support
our high-quality and proven effective garden care products.
From our beginnings as a seed treatment facility, at one point
even producing de-lousing powder for the British Army, we
are now a highly respected and well-established consumer
brand with a number of market leading products in the Irish
market, and more recently the UK. Here’s to another 80 years of
success and innovation!
For more information see www.MyGardenExpert.com
Nun’s Island in Galway, location of the original Hygeia site.
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Supplier Profile

Award-Winning Keystone
Driven by Success
For this issue’s Supplier Profile, Annemarie Harte travelled
to Cookstown, Co. Tyrone to witness first-hand the
multi-award-winning operation run by Keystone.
In 1989, Sean Coyle established Keystone Lintels in
Cookstown, Co. Tyrone, and in just five short years gained
the majority share of the Irish lintels market. Lintels
continue to be made in Cookstown, but the company has
expanded rapidly since then to include the production of
Keylite roof windows in 2001, IG Elements and Smartroof
in 2012 and finally IG Masonry Support in 2015. The vibe,
sitting in Keystone’s offices, is very much youthful and
progressive with white boards on the internal walls tracking
ongoing projects throughout Ireland, and the factory
churning out bespoke supports beside it.
Keystone is now the UK & Ireland’s largest Steel Lintel
manufacturer, so it really has been an incredible success
story fuelled by expansion and continuous innovation within
a family-owned and managed company. Keystone sell
exclusively through builders merchants and is proactive in
the marketplace in terms of sales and technical support,
essential for generating business. They strive to understand
the challenges facing builders, and through an intensive
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programme of Research and Development (R&D), builder’s
merchants are offered innovative solutions that add value
to customers.
And this work has paid off as Keystone is no stranger to
winning either. At the 2015 Hardware Show, the Keystone
Group was the BUILD Category winner with the Keylite
Futuretherm Roof Window, and they also took the Highly
Commended category for the Hi-therm Lintel. They then
went on to win the overall Innovation Award at the Show
for the Roof Window. And the winning ways didn’t stop
there. In 2016, Keylite won Supplier of the Year at both
the Builders Merchant News Awards and Buildbase
Awards. Added to that were two more wins in 2017 at the
Housebuilder Product Awards for Best Brand New Product,
and Product of the Year at the Irish Construction Industry
Awards, along with a win for the Hi-therm Lintel at the
2018 Irish Construction Industry Awards. They may well
develop new shelves at HQ in Cookstown to hold all the
accolades!
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Kris Willis (Keystone Group National Sales Manager – Ireland) receiving the
award for Product of the Year at the Irish Construction Industry Awards for
the Hi-therm+ Lintel.

Hi-therm Lintels

The award winning Keylite Polar Roof Window.

Innovation
Innovation is a continuous process at Keystone. Their
commitment to innovation has been ongoing and will
remain so in the market. “We are always looking to
develop new products that provide real and practical
solutions, aimed at simplifying the roof window installation
process, and improving performance for the customer,”
says Kris Willis, National Sales Manager for Ireland. “As a
company, we have always been committed to innovation
and R&D, and our goal is always the same: to create
practical new products and innovative new product features
that will benefit installers, house builders, specifiers and
end users alike.” Included in the innovative new products
is the Keylite Polar and Futuretherm Roof Windows and the
Hi-therm+ Lintels.

Keylite Roof Window – how it works
Keylite Roof Windows all come pre-fitted with an expanding
thermal collar. By pulling the release tape, the insulation
collar expands around the frame, closing the gap between
the window frame and the roof, thereby providing an
effective barrier against heat loss and the effects of cold
bridging. This feature eliminates the requirement for a
second insulation fixing and is offered as a standard feature,
at no extra cost. Attention to detail in the product design
facilitates faster installation. The pre-fitted flick fit brackets
allow for quicker fitting time from the box to the roof.
Keylite flashings require 50% fewer screws than before,
and the sash hinge finger spring allows the sash to be
installed back into the frame in one smooth, effortless
motion. The windows are designed to give a streamlined
fit as standard, giving a more aesthetically pleasing roof
appearance, as well as aiding thermal performance. The
expanding collar provides a real solution to the age-old
problem of cold bridging, caused by a lack of insulation in
the 20mm gap between the frame and the roof.
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Keystone’s Hi-therm lintel remains the only BBA (British
Board of Agrément) approved, one-piece, thermally
efficient lintel in the market, and it has been recently
updated in response to requests from house builders to
further its applications.
Originally, the design was based on the most common
wall construction types and the typical opening sizes
found in most developers’ homes. As demand grows and
requirements adapt, Hi-therm+ was developed to suit both
wide outer leaf and cant brick applications, rather than just
standard leaf. In addition, longer lintel lengths are now
available to accommodate larger openings. The improved
lintel offers Psi value figures of between 0.03 to 0.06
W/m.k depending on the specific wall make up.
With the Nearly Zero Energy Building (NZEB) standard
applying to all new buildings occupied after the 31st
December 2020, tougher energy requirements may place
potential increased costs on builders. Hi-therm offers
builders significant savings compared to other sustainable
technologies. Keystone see this as a significant sales
opportunity for builders merchants because of the new
emphasis on reducing heat loss through thermal bridging in
the building’s fabric.

If you have a story to tell as a supplier or
manufacturer in the Irish market, please
contact Annemarie on 01 298 0969 or
annemarie@hardwareassociation.ie

for more information.

The Hi-therm+ lintel has revolutionised the steel lintel industry and
has won multiple awards for its innovation.
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Autumn Home & Gift

Autumn Gift & Home Fair 2018
The Autumn Gift & Home Fair is Ireland’s leading Trade Fair for Giftware, Home,
Tabletop, Jewellery, Fashion & Accessories, Seasonal products and Wellbeing. The Fair
takes place each August in Citywest International Events Centre, Dublin. This year, the
Fair too place from 19th to 22nd August 2018. The Fair features many new Exhibitors
and hundreds of new products each year and provides fresh and inspirational ideas to
delight your Customers for this critical Christmas season. Among the main draws of the
Fair each year are:
• New Suppliers, New products, New Ideas
• Gifts for all Occasions
• New Seasonal Delights
• On -Trend designs and products for Home and Interiors
• The very latest Fashion ideas with Jewellery and Accessories
Event Director John Hick said: “This Fair is for your Industry, your Shop and is your
passport for Success this Christmas and beyond. Be sure to Visit and be amazed!”
Now of course if you didn’t get the chance to visit, worry not. The Hardware Journal
attended on behalf of our members, with a view to sourcing the most innovative and
seasonally beneficial suppliers and product ideas for your stores either this coming
Christmas or with a more long-term view going forward.
Artsy Doormats are designers and manufacturers of unique,
quirky door mats. They create over 200 designs of Alcohol
doormats, Novelty doormats, Glitter doormats, Christmas
doormats, Prosecco doormats, Gin doormats and many more.
They started in February 2016 and continue to produce over 10
new designs per month. They are also available in four languages
and growing.
At the Autumn Home & Gift Fair, they released a brand new
range of seven fantastic traditional Irish designs.
Their doormats are created from natural fibres from the husk of
a coconut from Kerala, South India. These natural coir fibres are
tufted into an anti-slip PVC backing. Their designs are made in their
Lancashire hub and then sprayed by their in-house team using highquality durable paints specifically adapted to Coir doormats.
For more information, e-mail Lee at info@artsydoormats.com
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Explore Caulfield Country Boards’ unique range of
contemporary tableware and kitchen accessories.
They promise to bring you high-quality, long-lasting, distinctive
pieces that will enrich your kitchen experiences and enhance
your social dining occasions.
All of their creations are designed and made in Carnaross, Co.
Meath, Ireland from beautiful, sustainably sourced hardwoods,
which include ash, beech, elm and walnut.
In the matter of sustainability and the Environment, all of their
products are characterised by sustainability by displaying a
lifecycle design concept, by being crafted from sustainable
hardwoods, undergoing handmade manufacturing, consuming
minimal packaging, and with a view to a recycling/upcycling
design.
Inspired by the Irish natural landscape, the Native Collection
is their newest tableware that has been lovingly handmanufactured using home-grown, hardwood flaming beech.
Adorned with original artwork by their sister Deirdre, it
combines traditions both old and new to portray the beauty of
Ireland.
For more information, contact Pearse or Louise at
hello@caulfieldcountryboards.ie

Having supplied personalised printed packaging to the retail trade for over 30 years,
it is easy to see why Delpac Ltd has become the first choice for many of Ireland’s
largest retailers for the design, manufacture and logistics for their packaging needs.
Delpac tailors a packaging product that reflects the quality, style and market
position that their customer aspires to. To achieve this, Delpac listens to the
requirements of each customer. Their objective at this point is to detail the quality,
quantity, logistics and budget needed to meet these requirements.
They currently supply a number of businesses in the Hardware trade with a variety
of products, such as bags for life, paper bags, paper cups, and beanie caps among
their offerings.
Delpac Ltd have an in-house graphics team to help with your design, as well
as experienced sales personnel to help with what products best suits your
business.
For more information, contact Delpac Ltd on 066-9479298 or by
e-mailing info@delpac.ie

Sam agus Nessa is a furniture and product design company
based in County Kildare, Ireland. Nessa is a pragmatic maker,
who liked to design simple functional pieces whereas Sam
liked bright and colourful things, taking inspiration from wood
grains glowing in evening sunlight, the everyday delights of
shape and form. The collaboration continues to work brilliantly.
Inspired by the Irish vernacular and observing the world around
them, they design and make expressive, functional furniture
and home ware products, from locally sourced Irish timber.
Each piece is made by hand in their workshop and is designed
to be practical but most importantly to make you smile.
Their quirky creations are handmade, unique, and beautifully
packaged. They are guaranteed to make a thoughtful gift for
any occasion.
For more information, contact hello@samagusnessa.com
September/October 2018
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Hardware Show

The Hardware Show 2019, the official
show of Hardware Association Ireland,
makes a welcome return to Citywest
next February with a bumper event full
of exhibitors both existing and new.
SAVE THE DATES:
17th and 18th February 2019 at Citywest,
Co. Dublin.
REGISTER NOW for your free ticket to
attend the largest hardware and building
materials trade show in Ireland www.
thehardwareshow.ie
For exhibitors
With fewer than five months to go until the 2019 Show, it won’t
be surprising to learn that over 75% of exhibitor space is sold.
Over 3,100sqm of space is available for exhibitors and we still
have room for more, but time is of the essence to lay claim on
the space of your choice. The Show will be the industry event of
next year, not only because of so many exhibitors showcasing
their products in one place but because we have some exciting
initiatives based on exhibitor and visitor feedback from the
previous Show in 2017. So, exhibitors - share in the business
and profit potential that the Show has to offer. Sign up today contact Margaret Andreucetti for more details about available
space on 01 846 0020/ 086 055 4181 or Margaret@eventhaus.ie

For visitors
HAI has paid particular attention to the needs of both exhibitors
and visitors at the Show to have an area where they can chat
away from the hustle and bustle of the exhibition stand, and the
HAI area located centrally at the Show is dedicated to just that
– coffee and comfy chairs. As a HAI member, enjoy the area to
sit down and relax with your colleagues too or simply come and
seek a bit of down time to gather your thoughts as you visit the
largest trade show dedicated to the industry in the country.
Visit www.thehardwareshow.ie for all the latest information
about the 2019 Show.

Exhibitors already signed up to attend:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Amalgamated Hardware Plc - T/a Topline
Ames True Temper
ARC Building Products
Ard na Rí Marble
Aquasource Distributors Ltd.
B&G
Botament Systembaustoffe
Bolle Safety T/A Bushnell Performance
Optics UK Ltd
Bostik
Calor Gas
Canadia
Classic Hardware
Cottonmount Workwear
Crown Paints
Dargan Tools
Deanta Doors
Donal Lynch Hardware
Dosco
DS Supplies Ltd
Dulux Paints Ireland
Duracell
ECC Timber Products
ECOCEM
Fleetwood

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Glennon Brothers
Henkel Ireland Distribution Ltd
Herbst Software
Homeline
Hultafor’s Group
Hygeia Garden Care
IITC
Irish Cement
Intact Software
JB Key
Jefferson Professional Tools & Equipment
John Murphy Castlerea
Joseph Murphy Ballina
Kaercher (Ireland)
Kerridge Commercial Systems
Kilsaran
Kingspan
Larsen
Laydex
Locks & Hardware
Mark-John Ltd
McLoughlinRS
Mercer Agencies
N & C Enterprises
O’Neill Wholesale

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OHRA Regalanlagen
Olympic Fixings
Origo
Paul Small Wallcoverings
Pipelife Ltd.
Polylok
Portwest
Powerline Vendek
Rawplug Ireland Ltd
Rhino
Ronseal
Safety Solutions
Solus
Tec7-Contech Building Products
TIMco
Trendiswitch Ltd
TW Clarke Ltd
United Hardware
Uppercross
Varian
Westaro Hosing Ltd
Whiteriver Group
Xtratherm
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It’s time to
build up your
business
17th & 18th February 2019
Citywest, Co Dublin
thehardwareshow.ie

Book your stand today
Contact Margaret Andreucetti
T: +353 (0) 1 846 0020 | M: +353 (0) 86 055 4181
E: margaret@eventhaus.ie

Supported by

Training

Autumn Classroom Training
Timetable 2018
HAI continues its classroom training schedule with one
and two-day courses in a range of topics during October and November.

Date

Title

Tutor

Course
Duration

Cost
(HAI Member)

Cost
(Non-Member)

October 2nd

NEW :Telephone Sales

Frank O’Toole

1 Day

¤210

¤270

NEW: Manual Handling

Colm Coughlan

½ Day

¤85

¤110

Stock Control

Keith Harford

1 Day

¤210

¤270

Customer Service

Terry Harmer

1 Day

¤210

¤270

John McCabe

1 Day

¤210

¤270

Terry Harmer

1 Day

¤210

¤270

Keith Harford

1 Day

¤210

¤270

Noel Davidson

2 Days

¤450

¤500

Terry Harmer

1 Day

¤210

¤270

Terry Harmer

1 Day

¤210

¤270

Training (B2B)
October 4

th

October 9

th

October 16

th

October 17

th

Excellence
NEW: Advanced
Workshop on Wood
Flooring
October 25

Consultative Selling Skills

th

(Suppliers)
November 7h

NEW: Merchandising
Techniques

November 8 ,

Leadership and

22nd

Communication Skills

November 15th

Performance Managing

th

the Sales Team
November 21st

NEW: Creating a Selling
Environment Instore

To book places or for queries about any of our upcoming training courses please contact
Aoife Kinsella at aoife@hardwareassociation.ie or call 01 2980969.
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Being Brand Aware
Brian Healy – Managing Director at
H+A Marketing+PR – explains how being
brand aware helps attract the very
best talent to your business.
After a decade of riding the Irish economic roller coaster,
business owners and managers are finding it increasingly
difficult to retain and attract talented people. This challenge
is hitting every sector of the Irish economy but it is
of particular concern to the hardware industry, where
knowledge and relationships have always played a pivotal
role in business success.

But why is the hardware sector finding this so
difficult?
The answer is Brand.
The world has evolved into an environment in which ‘Brand
is King’. Existing and potential employees are attracted
to recognisable brands with employees having become
increasingly brand conscious and brand loyal over the past
ten years - a period in which most of the hardware sector
was focusing its energy on survival - not on brand building.
So is your brand doing what it has to do? Is it working for
you? Is it retaining and attracting the best people? What is
a brand anyway?
A brand is much more than the name over the door. Yes, it
is that, but it is also so much more. Your brand embodies
your reputation, your vision of the future and the values by
which you operate your business; how you interact with
employees as well as customers.
Organisations who attract and retain the best people will
often have a well-defined and articulated brand. This is
referred to as an Employer Brand.
An Employer Brand that is specifically designed to engage
employees and to connect with them takes the Employer
Brand one step further – this is called the Employer Value
Proposition.
There are many aspects to an Employer Value Proposition,
but three elements are key, and that is the need to have
clarity on;
•
•
•

Employee prospects
Reward and
Personal fulﬁlment

If you can’t paint a picture or vision of the future that
adheres to an employee’s (or prospective employee’s) view
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BRIAN HEALY
Managing Director

of where they want to go then you shouldn’t be surprised
when they don’t want to come on that journey. Every
employer should be able to clearly define their plan for the
future, the stages of development required, and the role to
be played by each person in the business – and you need
to articulate that and communicate that to your employees
so that they will be onboard for the journey.
Everyone is interested in reward, but studies consistently
show that it is not the priority with the majority of
employees or prospective employees. However, studies
also show that if you are not able to define reward in terms
other than pay then you better be ready to pay and keep
paying. Reward can be defined as a bundle of benefits
available to those who work in your organisation.
Training, pension contributions, flexible working are all
benefits and it is important you communicate all available
benefits. This is known as a Total Rewards Package. If you
are committed to rewarding your employees, you could
consider reporting the Total Rewards Package to your
employees annually.
Finally, but most importantly, everyone has a fundamental
need to feel fulfilled. We spend the majority of our waking
moments working and if that is not a beneficial experience
then we will not stay. Again, studies have shown that
prospective employees will rank lack of fulfilment as more
important than pay as reason for looking for a new job.
Every current or future employee will be expected to juggle
his or her professional and personal life. The stresses
and strains associated with this are real and challenging.
How your organisation responds to this challenge is
critically important in defining the sort of employer you
are. Positioning real solutions, processes and structures to
manage these factors will help you to keep great people
and attract new ones.
As long as the hardware sector continues to depend on
industry knowledge and relationships as a cornerstone of
success, then having the best people in the business is
fundamental.
Has your business taken steps to securing this
cornerstone?
For more information on building brand and other issues
discussed in this article, visit www.hamarketingpr.ie or
email info@hamarketingpr.ie.
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Softening the blow
of Insolvency
Peter Sullivan of Byrne Casey & Associates talks us
through the intricacies of insolvency and how
to make the most of a bad situation.
While sometimes it may not be possible to avoid the domino effect
from the collapse of a large-scale construction organization such as
Carillion, Manley Construction and Sammon Contracting, from a
hardware supplier’s perspective the best protection against insolvency
is to try and avoid it happening in the first instance by implementing
some key safeguards within your financial control systems.
Key Safeguards
1. Customer Due Diligence – This should be done as a matter
of course when taking on a new customer or granting credit in
relation to a significant order. Asking your Accountant or Financial
Controller to review publicly-available information (the CRO) in
relation to a customer may help to give an indication of their
financial health and flag any damaging financial issues.
2. Set and Follow Strict Credit Terms – This goes without saying
but ensuring that accounts do not stray outside permitted
limits that your business can live within will help to minimize
the impact of any nasty shocks from an insolvent customer.
Receiving regular payments from customers, especially a large
customer, is the best way to protect your business from the
impact of insolvency.
3. Retention of Title – Incorporating a Retention of Title clause on
your Order Forms, Invoices and Delivery Notes can be a strong
tool where payment for goods supplied is not forthcoming. This
clause allows the supplier to retain ownership of those goods
until payment has been received.
In a liquidation situation it may allow the aggrieved hardware
supplier to redeem their materials from the liquidator or give the
supplier preference over unsecured creditors of the insolvent
company. It should be noted however that Retention of Title
claims can often become complicated if the materials supplied
have become integrated into construction works.
4. Advance Payment or Guarantees – Particularly in the case of
a large order, if there is any doubt about the financial credibility
of a customer, the option of insisting upon an advance payment
or a guarantee from a parent company or director should be
considered.
5. Credit Insurance – Credit insurance can provide a company with
piece of mind that a debt will be paid even if a customer defaults
on payment. The cost of putting sufficient cover in place would
need to be weighed up against any potential advantage.
In the unfortunate event that one of your significant customers
becomes insolvent and you receive notification of an imminent
Creditors Meeting, it is important that you are aware of your rights
as a Creditor. A strong voice from Creditor’s at the outset of the
liquidation process can dictate how the liquidation is carried on and
maximize any potential dividend for the unlucky creditors.
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PETER SULLIVAN,
BCA

Rights of Creditors
1. Inspect the List of Creditors – under the Companies Act 2014,
prior to the holding of the creditors meeting, any creditor may
inspect the list of creditors of the company at its registered
office. This may allow fellow creditors to come together in
advance of the meeting and formulate a strategy or prepare an
alternative liquidator for nomination at the creditor meeting.
2. Ensure Representation at the Creditors Meeting – If you
cannot attend the meeting in person the Proxy form will allow
you to nominate an alternate to attend on your behalf. This
alternate could be your Accountant or an Insolvency Advisor.
It is important to have representation at the Creditors meeting
to raise concerns about the conduct of the company and its
directors prior to insolvency. It also makes the Liquidator aware
of any issues that need to be addressed or reviewed during
the liquidation. Attending the creditors meeting is also a useful
way to ensure that the liquidator is immediately aware of any
retention of title claims that you may have.
3. Nominate to the Committee of Inspection – A Committee of
Inspection is a representative body of the unfortunate creditors
of the company. The liquidator is obliged to invite creditors to
form a Committee to carry out the following functions:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attend meetings and review the course of the liquidation
Aid the liquidator with the investigation of the company
affairs
Provide the liquidator with information on the activities of
the company
Liaise with other creditors on behalf of the liquidator.
Approve the liquidator’s fees.
Approve any compromise arrangements with company
debtors.
Approve legal actions.

A strong Committee of Inspection has the power to influence
the course of the liquidation in an effort to ensure the maximum
recovery and realisation from the remaining assets of the insolvent
company.
Conclusion
While the insolvency of a significant customer can often come as
a shock, the best protection is to constantly monitor your debtor
controls and heed any warning signs. Strict payment terms and
the threat of suspension of credit accounts can often be the best
form of protection. If you do receive the dreaded notice of the
impending winding-up of a customer, it is important to know your
rights as a creditor and how to influence the process as much as
possible.
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Competing in The Digital Age:
The Online-To-Ofﬂine Path
to Purchase
EMILY CAIN
Pointy

In this article, Emily Cain from retail tech company Pointy
talks to John Byrne – Marketing Manager at McMahons
Builders Providers – about how they are using
Pointy to get their products online and drive more
foot traffic to their stores.

McMahons Builders Providers was founded in 1830,
in the bustling port city of Limerick. Today, McMahons
Builders Providers has grown to become one of the largest
independent builders providers in Ireland, with a network of
11 stores nationwide as well as a Truss Manufacturing plant
and 3 Hardwood & Sheet Material branches.
Marketing manager John Byrne says the business has seen
some significant changes over the last 185 years but their
commitment to quality and expertise has always remained a
top priority.
“The customers are the lifeblood of our company, so we
strive to offer them more product ranges and an exceptional
customer purchasing journey. Nowadays, with more and
more customers beginning the purchasing journey on search
engines like Google, it’s essential for us to have a more
robust online presence.”
Like most businesses, John wanted McMahons Builders
Providers to be able to capitalize on the growing online-tooffline purchasing trend and win back the sales they were
losing to e-commerce giants. To do this, the first step was
getting their products online.

Converting Online Searches into In-Store Sales
Customer attention has shifted online to a much greater
extent than retail spending. In fact, online-influenced sales
are now five times larger than e-commerce. This means
that customers are using their smartphones to search for
products online first, before then going to the physical store
to buy them.
The problem nowadays is that when a customer does a local
search for a product on Google, what they see are dozens of
e-commerce results, but almost no information about where
the product they desire is available locally. If a shop 50 feet
away has the product in stock, they might never know.
McMahon’s Builders Providers are renowned for their great
in-store experience, but by not having their products online
and optimized for local search, John says they were losing
out on valuable foot traffic to online giants.
“We began developing an e-commerce site, but we still
needed something to help us reach our local customers.”
September/October 2018

McMahons Builder Providers started using Pointy to get their
products online and drive more customers to their physical
stores. For John, the key selling point of the service is the
simple setup and ease of use. “Pointy required virtually
no work on my end – I plugged in the device, continued
scanning as normal, and my products were automatically
online and ranking highly in local searches. The service
has really helped us to create a more seamless purchasing
journey for our customers.”
John adds that McMahons Builders Providers’ e-commerce
website has become a huge part of their business as it
provides them with a convenient way to sell to customers
in other parts of the country. However, what it lacks is the
ability to reach customers in their local area. That’s where
Pointy comes in.
“Before Pointy, there was no way for us to capture all of
the online-to-offline business that was happening in the
local area. This service gives us the ability to show up when
a customer nearby searches for a product we stock and
directs them to our physical store,” explains John.
He says Pointy has been a huge asset to them in building a
continuously updated online profile for McMahon’s Builders
Providers with ease and little cost.
“It’s such a small initial investment that the ROI is practically
guaranteed with this service, and because they offer a 90day money-back guarantee, there’s virtually no risk. Given
the impact it’s had on our in-store sales, I would recommend
Pointy to other retailers without hesitation.”

About Pointy
Pointy helps local retailers be found online so that they can
sell more in-store. We do this by making it incredibly easy to
display a store’s products online in a way that is optimized
for local search. Our ethos is that “we do all the work”,
leaving the store owner to focus on their business.
For a limited time only, Hardware Association of Ireland
retailers can get Pointy at the discounted price of ¤349
(normally ¤499). This is a one time payment with no
recurring monthly fees. To avail of this offer visit
www.pointy.com/hai or contact Emily@pointy.com
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Change burns bright
with evolving fuels
In the first part of our Commercial Features section this issue, Andy Maher – Managing
Director of Stafford Fuels – looks at the constantly shifting landscape of fuel providers.
For solid fuel, the heating season just gone has been a
significant improvement on the past three or four years. We
had a more traditional winter that drove demand and lasted
well into April. For the first time in many years, the trade
recorded an increase in volumes, although margins were still
squeezed as they have been for the last few years.
Beneath the surface however, major change was and is
underway
In 2017 we already had the relatively low-key departure from
the coal trade of Tedcastles, who also recently announced
its departure from the oil distribution trade. In March 2018,
we then had the decision by Bord na Móna to exit the coal
side of the solid fuel trade. This was a very significant move
for the leading player in the solid fuel market. This was
shortly followed by the liquidation of Galtee Fuels Ltd. All this
underlines the challenges facing the solid fuel trade and the
scale of change taking place.
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Never Ending Change
More change is on the way. In late 2017 – Minister Naughten
announced a nationwide ban on bituminous coal to become law
in September, 2018 with 12 months to sell existing stock – No
bituminous coal can be legally sold or put on the market after
1st September, 2019. He has re-iterated that stance several
times in recent months.
There is hope for the future. The consuming public is more
acutely aware than ever of environmental issues including air
emissions. The half hourly monitoring instigated in recent years,
by County Councils and EPA combined, does sharpen the public
perception of air emissions being caused by solid fuel.
The solid fuel trade must take the initiative and persuade their
customer of the value and quality of smokeless fuel. Every effort
should be made to communicate to customers that a) solid fuel
can give the same or better heat value over a longer period of
time and b) it is much better for the environment (75% less
smoke and particulate matter emissions). The trade must make
smokeless fuel the fuel of choice for a lower emissions future.
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Flogas - Contemporary solutions for all
Superser
Retail customers are always seeking cost-effective solutions to help their customers
to control their home heating bills, and Flogas Superser heaters are a recognisable and
proven bestseller. The new look, contemporary and stylish Flogas Superser Radiant is
also fitted with easy glide castors for trouble-free moving from room to room.
“Flogas Superser heaters are the perfect solution for cost-conscious customers. They
are extremely useful as an instant, economic and portable way to ‘spot-heat’ a room
quickly, as many customers find it far cheaper than turning on the central heating for an
hour or two,” said Eoin O’Flynn of Flogas Ireland, the exclusive distributor for Superser in
Ireland and the UK.
Gaslight cylinders
Portable and modern yet extremely functional, the Flogas Gaslight cylinders, launched
have been a great success since their launch and getting an excellent response from
customers because of all the benefits they offer.
Not only are the Flogas Gaslight cylinders about half the weight of the traditional steel
cylinders, the semi-translucent exterior allows customers to see exactly how much gas
they have left.
The Flogas Gaslight cylinders are as safe as steel cylinders and won’t leave rust marks on
patios or decks. They fit all leading brands of LPG appliances, making it ideal for caravans,
campervans, motor homes, barbeques and patio heaters. The cylinders are available in 5kg
and 10kg sizes in selected outlets nationwide.

A student with Superser Radiant Heater. Perfect
for that cosy feel, the new-look Flogas Superser
Radiant heater is exclusively available from Flogas.

Keep them snug
with Superser

Supe
Exclu rser
s
from ively
Floga
s

Exclusive distributor for Superser heaters in Ireland
In this chilly current climate, your customers will
be looking for new ways to heat their homes this
Winter. So why not oﬀer them a super snug
alternative? Super economical, super-eﬃcient and
exclusive from Flogas. Superser is the simplest
way to heat any room in an instant.
• The original mobile gas heater
• Leading brand – highest quality
• Modern Design with latest safety features

To order call Flogas on
T: 041 983 1041 | E: info@ﬂogas.ie

Wherever you are
September/October 2018
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Arigna warming up
for winter
Arigna Fuels manufacture HETAS-approved, Irish-made
smokeless, solid fuels for both open fires and closed appliances.
Arigna Fuels are based in the scenic valley of Arigna, Co.
Roscommon, on the borders of Leitrim and Sligo, and employ a
dedicated team of 55 people.
The two most popular products made by Arigna Fuels are
‘Cosyglo’, a HETAS-approved fuel for open fires/stoves, and
‘Ecobrite’, a HETAS-approved fuel for solid fuel cookers and
stoves. Cosyglo provides higher heat and has a lower ash
content than traditional solid fuels. Ecobrite is long-lasting, clean,
and especially suited to solid fuel cookers and stoves, as well as
providing excellent heat to radiators. It is clean burning, and so
will not dirty your glass-fronted stove, unlike other fuels.

Full Range of Smokeless Products
Arigna Fuels will now offer a full range of smokeless fuels for
this coming winter season. As well as Cosyglo and Ecobrite –
the established HETAS-approved products – they will also offer
three new products:
‘Cosyflame’ – a 50-50 mix of Cosyglo Smokeless ovoid’s and
Union nuggets, which is an ideal replacement for bituminous
coal.
Also introduced this year are 100% ‘Union nuggets’ and ‘Grade
A Welsh Anthracite’. All products are available in 20kg and 40kg
bags except Grade A Welsh Anthracite which is only available in
40Kg.
For more information visit our website www.arignafuels.ie,
e-mail us at info@arignafuels.ie, or call us at 071 9646002.

Approved Fuels
HETAS are the official body recognized by Government to
approve biomass and solid-fuel domestic heating appliances, fuels
and services, including the registration of competent installers
and the servicing of businesses. It’s very important to choose
the right product for burning in your stove or closed appliance,
as using a product that is not recommended – or one that’s not
HETAS approved – may affect the guarantee of your stove. It’s
essential to clean your Stove, Chimney, or Flue at least once a
year, and burning a low sulphur HETAS-approved fuel like Ecobrite
will help maintain your stove for years to come. However, using
high sulphur, non-HETAS-approved
products could damage your stove
within a year, so it’s important to
use the correct HETAS approved
fuel for your stove. For more visit
www.hetas.co.uk/fuels
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FOR GUARANTEED QUALITY EVERYTIME

www.arignafuels.ie
071 9646002

info @ arignafuels.ie

/arignafuels
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Bord Na Móna:
Keeping the Country
Cosy this Winter
Bord na Móna is the market leader in the Irish residential
solid fuel category for over 20 years. While this remains a
sizeable market, with almost half of Irish homes purchasing
solid fuel, regulatory and lifestyle changes have seen the
market reduce significantly over the last number of years.
As a result, some decisions to restructure the business
were taken in order to ensure it is in the best position
in the current market conditions. The company will exit
the domestic coal market during 2019. This decision was
reached in light of the planned introduction of a national
ban on the distribution of bituminous coal. Their main focus
is on the iconic Bord na Móna peat briquette and their
convenience solid fuel products. With over 12 million bales
of peat briquettes sold last season, this product retains
a significant market share in the solid fuel market. The
business will continue to manufacture peat briquettes and to
invest in the development of innovative and convenient solid
fuel solutions for Irish Consumers.
Of course, it all started with the Peat Briquette, a traditional
part of Irish Heritage. The original smokeless fuel Peat
Briquettes have consistently delivered quality performance
and a real fire experience for generations. They are easy
to light, have a long burn time, and are suitable for both
stoves and open fires. This authentic product remains a firm
favourite of Irish fireplaces today.
Last season, the business introduced Peat Nuggets in
a 20kg convenient size bag. The peat nugget – with all
the great benefits of the original, iconic peat briquette – is
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growing in demand and popularity with consumers. A
reliable, consistent, high-quality fuel, no other fuel is needed
for the perfect, fast-lighting, warm fire with a bright golden
flame and a distinctive Irish Peat smell.
Bord Na Móna’s high-quality, sustainably-sourced Kiln Dried
Hardwood logs, kindling, 100% Natural Eco logs and AirDried logs are available in convenient carry-home packs,
are easy to stack, easy to display at point of purchase, and
suitable for both stove and open-fire use. A full range of
fire lighting and fire making solutions including the original
Firelog, Stove log and premium Firelighters are readily
available to meet the needs of the modern-day household.
The company’s newest edition is the Bord na Móna
Quicklog. This is extra fast-lighting so that consumers
can achieve their perfect fire conveniently, cleanly and
quickly. It is suitable for use in both open fires and closed
appliances. As everyone knows, value and quality are key
purchase drivers for consumers and the Quicklog has a very
competitive RRP flashed price of ¤1.49.
Bord Na Móna’s customers also avail of a tailored aftersales support service, including product-specific signage
and point-of-sale material to support their products and help
consumers make the right choices for their needs. Also
available is a range of How to Video’s, particularly helpful
for the new novice fire user in how to get started and build
the perfect fire. For further information contact your local
Business Development Executive or call customer support
at 1850 744 755.
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Fuel Up
Your Sales
Stock up today with Ireland’s
No.1 Smokeless solid fuel

Call us on 1850 744 755
Or contact your local Business Development Executive

Naturally Driven
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Partnerships
at heart
Calor Gas pay tribute to their retail partners, who they describe
as being at the heart of their business.
Over the past 80 years, Calor has become a household
name across the island of Ireland, powering communities
with a clean, reliable and cost-effective fuel. Calor is the
fuel of choice for homes and businesses across the country
who are not connected to the national gas network. They
owe their success to the retailers who have supported
them throughout the years.
All of Calor’s cylinders that they provide to retailers go
through mandatory checks before they are delivered
to their retail network. Calor know the importance of
reputation and they ensure that their retailers can stand
over the quality and safety of the Calor products they sell.
In addition to their iconic yellow cylinders, Calor now offers
an innovative selection of lightweight cylinders, which have
proven very popular with customers.
In 2018 Calor introduced Ireland’s very first renewable
gas, BioLPG. The company is taking a lead in providing
renewable energy options to Irish consumers, and their
retail partners are playing a fundamental role in making that
happen.
Calor Gas is a leading supplier and distributor of LPG
(Liquefied Petroleum Gas) in Ireland, allowing customers
who are located off the natural gas grid use LPG gas for
power in their homes and businesses. Calor is an expert
in LPG procurement and commissioning, bulk gas storage,

cylinder filling and storage, LPG transport and delivery,
installation and maintenance.
They also actively develop and innovate new LPG powered
products such as their Calor Mini-BBQ and new lightweight
cylinder.
They employ 284 staff in 6 sites located throughout the
island of Ireland serving circa 50,000 customers across
residential and industrial commercial sectors.

To find out more information on
our products and services visit

calorgas.ie
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Door to
Floor Sales

doors for living...

The second part of our
Commercial Features section
focuses on ﬂooring, and begins
with the Whiteriver Group
talking us through current
market and product trends.
The home decorating and renovation market comes into its own
each Autumn as mother nature forces us back indoors and the
familiar conversation around “doing up the house” is rekindled
once again. The scale of renovation is mostly guided by budget with
anything from a new kitchen to a quick paint job on the cards.
Wallpapering, painting or an on-trend mix of both brings an instant
change to most rooms and can be achieved on the smallest of
budgets, however with the rise in consumer confidence people are
stretching a little further and replacing floor coverings and internal
doors for a complete makeover.
Timber floors are becoming ever more popular as savvy consumers
tune into the many benefits of their durable easy to maintain
surfaces. Merchant and DIY stockists continue to drive volume
sales with availability of stock on the ground a key factor in
achieving targets.
Whiteriver Group are experiencing steady demand for their range
of laminate and engineered floors across all sectors of the market,
according to their Sales Director Iain Wogan. “While real wood
engineered flooring remains the aspiration choice of most we are
seeing a significant move to high quality laminate” says Iain. Current
technologies in the manufacturing process of laminate simulate the
characteristics of natural wood finishes giving a genuine alternative
to suit all budgets.
As the house building market began to recover in recent years the
quality of interior finishes experienced a notable improvement as
consumers began to seek value for money in all aspects of their
considered purchase. Superior kitchens and premium doors allowed
developments stand out from the crowd and also set the standard
for home refurbishment projects. The most significant change in
door tastes has been in the White Primed sector where growth has
out stripped the more traditional Oak and Walnut finishes.
Sales at Whiteriver Group’s door division, Seadec, have moved in
line with this trend and they have recently increased their range
of White Primed doors as well as introducing a contemporary
“Exclusive Grey” range of prefinished doors. Seadec’s Business
Manager Declan Gorman says that they recognised the shift in
demand at the early stages of recovery and were quick to increase
production capacity with suppliers which has yielded considerable
growth in the past year.
Whiteriver Laminate, Engineered and Seadec Door brochures
are available by contacting their Customer Services Team
sales@wrg.ie / 041 6861000.
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NEW
EXCLUSIVE
GREY RANGE
In the world of interior design, there’s no hotter
colour than grey. Although it might sound dull,
styling your home with grey tones instantly adds
a classy and chic finish to any room, and even
though it’s been used for a few years now, grey
is a trend that isn’t going away.

44
MM

ENGINEERED
FOR STABILITY

FEATURED IMAGE: TORINO GREY CLEAR OR FROSTED GLASS

0906 454544 | WWW.SEADEC.IE
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Wagner 3Stop Door Stopper
now available at DS Supplies
Welcome to doorstop innovation that always fits – in front of
or behind the door, between the door and wall, or between
door and doorframe. The distance between door and floor
does not matter as the Wagner 3Stop Door Stopper is always
firmly seated in place, keeping the door in position and fixing
it. Three rounded wedge elements with different pitch angles
make its application 100% flexible. As a huge safety plus,
in order to avoid slipping, both the top and bottom of the
doorstop 3STOP are serrated. It was the German Design
Award Winner 2018 too.
DS Supplies Ltd is a successful company that supplies high
quality flooring and accessories along with DIY products to
meet a wide range of specifications. Established in 1998,
they are based in Dublin, Ireland, wholesaling and distributing
nationwide and now exporting to both the UK & Holland.
Their focus is on new and innovative products and
accessories, which they have gone to great lengths to source,
and provide a complete range of products and brands to suit
all seasons, such as Trojan floor covering accessories and
Greenfx Artificial Grass & Hedging. They understand the
needs of their customers, and their experienced buying team
makes regular trips to Europe and the Far East to continue
improving and developing the range.

Solid Wood
Floor Mouldings

Pre-finished Lengths 1.83m

Quick-Fit
2-Part System
c/w Base Fixing
Oak Only
2.4m lengths

Ramp

Tee Section

Edge Section
Tee Section & Track

Ramp & Track

Rebated 15/8mm
(Available: Solid Scotia 18 x 18mm 2.4m)
Cherry
Maple
Walnut
Oak

Made in Germany

Tel: 01 4011 666
email: support@dssupplies.com
www.dssupplies.com
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W.Howard Group’s heavenly transformation
The Kildare-based W.Howard Group manufactures skirtings,
architraves, window boards, door linings and bespoke items,
and is a leading supplier of MDF profiles. It supplies quality
products to builders merchants, specialist trade manufacturers
and the public from its sites in Kildare and across the UK.
With one of the largest ranges available in Europe, it provides
solutions including white primed, veneered, foil wrapped and
fully finished profiles as well as its exclusive KOTA finish. As
the latest innovation in MDF mouldings, KOTA™ is a factory
finished, tough impact-resistant solution which creates interior
mouldings with a unique white smooth coating that don’t
require painting.
This year W.Howard has supplied a range of MDF mouldings
solutions, including its KOTA products to an exciting residential
renovation project called The Chapel Apartments.
The transformation of the historic Wesleyan Methodist Chapel
School into six high specification apartments and one Mews
home required finishes that would be sympathetic to the
design of the conversion and complementary to many of the
building’s original features.
W.Howard manufactured and supplied skirtings and
architraves in its white KOTA products as well as its American

Black Walnut veneered skirtings and architraves.
Speaking about the project, W.Howard Kildare’s managing
director, Paul McKenna said: “It has been great to be involved
in such a heritage project. The new Chapel Apartments
provide unique, high-quality accommodation, whilst the design
has retained many of the building’s original features - internally
with the beams and window frames to externally through the
treatment of existing brickwork.”

W. Howard is the leading manufacturer and distributor of MDF profiles –
skirting, architrave, window board, door lining and door casing. Our range of
over 200 items available from stock, delivered in no more than 5 working days
is the largest in Europe with bespoke products available within 7 working days.
From our sites in Kildare, Manchester and Powys, our range of MDF profiles
are available in Primed, Veneered, Wrapped and our exclusive KOTA™ finish.
We can also provide a bespoke service whether it be a unique profile, a
particular finish or custom machining enabling you to save time on site.

whoward.eu

+353 (0)45 877 671
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Feet ﬁrmly on the ﬂoor
The team over at timber ﬂooring specialists Canadia discuss
current trends and market movements in the world of ﬂooring.
Building momentum over the last few years, the team at
Canadia has noticed a further speeding up of new trends
and influences. Nowadays, colours and designs come and
go in a much shorter time frame. Consumers are becoming
increasingly adventurous. When a customer visits a Canadia
Flooring Centre in a retail store, they expect what they
have seen and what they have read about on websites like
Houzz and other platforms, which are updated daily. Canadia
introduced 80 new floors in 2018 as part of their new
Showroom launch, and it is their mission to offer their Retail
Partners a constant flow of new and exciting products. Real
wood Flooring is continuing to grow as a choice for kitchens,
and their water resistance Aqua Laminate is a popular “softer”
option for bathrooms. “We look forward to working with our
retail partners in an exciting and ever evolving market,” explains
Charlie Hamilton – Managing Director, Canadia.
Canadia Wood Flooring was established in 1928. Since
then, Canadia has gone from strength to strength to become
one of Ireland’s leading wood flooring company. From their
warehouse facility in Dublin, they deliver top quality floors to
over 400 distributors in 26 counties. It would appear that the
future is bright for Canadia Flooring.
Canadia’s ever growing range of timber floors means they now
have over 200 wood floors for customers to choose from. This
range includes Solid Wood Flooring, Easi-Plank Flooring, Semisolid Wood Flooring, and Egger Flooring.
Their wood floors come from all over the world, from hardwood
mills in Canada to pioneering production facilities in the
Austrian Alps, and much more between. They have been in
the business a long time and they stand by every timber floor guaranteeing its quality and beauty for years to come.
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Workwear market
made sweat for gains
Technological advancements are leading to the production
of smart and high-tech workwear apparel. These clothes
are equipped with sensors that help in maintaining body
temperature, as well as being made using technically
advanced fabrics that provide protection against UV rays
and harmful radiation. Manufacturers are also focusing
on producing light-weight workwear apparel, along with
innovative designs to make it both comfortable and stylish.
However, the high cost of functional workwear apparel and
a general lack of awareness about the use of protective
workwear are likely to hamper the growth of the market.
According to the latest report by Fact.MR, the global
functional workwear apparel market is expected to witness
sluggish growth. The market is estimated to increase to 2.6%
CAGR during the forecast period 2017-2026. The market is
also projected to bring in US$749.3 million revenue by the
end of 2026. Owing to the rise in employment in both the
industrial and service sectors, companies are moving towards
providing workwear apparel offering safety and comfortability,
thereby enhancing functionality.

5 Forecast Highlights on Global Functional
Workwear Apparel Market

2. Europe is also expected to witness growth in the
functional workwear apparel market. Manufacturers
are focusing are increasingly investing research and
development in terms of fabric innovation, and using
advanced materials, enabling functionalities such as water
resistance, durability, and maintaining body temperature.
3. Uniforms are expected to be one of the top-selling
functional workwear apparel during the forecast period
2017-2026. Uniforms are estimated to bring in more than
US$300 million in revenue by the end of 2026.
4. Compared to natural fiber, synthetic fiber accounted for
a maximum revenue share by the end of 2017. Synthetic
fiber is projected to bring in nearly US$ 600 million
revenue by 2026 end.
5. The service sector is expected to emerge as one of the
largest buyers of functional workwear apparel. By the
end of 2026, the service sector is estimated to exceed
US$300 million revenue.
Source: Fact.MR

1. Asia Pacific Excluding Japan (APEJ) is expected to
emerge as the largest region in the global functional
workwear apparel market. Owing to the growth in the
manufacturing sector, the rise in the new employment
opportunities and growth in the service sector are some
of the factors driving the functional workwear apparel
market in APEJ.
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Design and Innovation Behind
Portwest’s Success
For over 114 years, Portwest have designed, developed and
manufactured safety clothing, footwear and personal protective
equipment. Portwest have an expert design team who combine
the latest research in materials and design with industry feedback
to create award-winning products. This winter, Portwest will be
introducing three new ranges of workwear clothing into the Irish
market: PW3, WX3 and KX3.

Portwest WX3™ - Contemporary Workwear Built to Perform
Portwest WX3 contemporary workwear blends comfort,
versatility and ascetics with advanced construction techniques to
offer a solution for everyday activity and working environments.
Featuring a modern fit and cutting-edge fabrics, the styles are
engineered to offer superior abrasion resistance and exceptional
all-day comfort.

Portwest PW3 – A Dynamic and Contemporary Take on
Classic Workwear
Described as third generation workwear, the Portwest PW3
range blends contemporary sports and lifestyle trends with the
functionality of classic workwear. Premium fabrics.

Portwest KX3™ - Trend-led Apparel for a New Generation of
Working Professionals
Portwest KX3 is a superior collection of trend-led apparel
combining quality construction and technical fabrics to the very
highest standards. Key characteristics include abrasion resistance,
moisture management and stretch elements for improved agility
and effortless movement.

Portwest PW3
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Keypoint keep ﬁrm grip
on glove market
Nobody likes to wear disposable gloves. When your hand is
inside a nitrile or latex glove, a number of reactions occur that
lead to discomfort and, in some cases, the inflammation of
skin conditions, which in turn increase the level of discomfort.
Firstly, the temperature of the hand increases and in
response, the hand starts to sweat. This moisture is trapped
inside the glove as there is nowhere for the sweat to go. The
hand is damp and clammy, and the PH of the hand becomes
imbalanced, which in turn can cause the skin to become itchy,
red and inflamed.
Until now, other than washing your hands and replacing the
gloves, there was nothing you could really do. Now for the
first time, there is a single-use glove that treats the cause
of the discomfort from within the glove. Megaman® from
SW Safety Solutions is a revolutionary multi-layer single-use
nitrile glove that contains a unique DriTek™ layer that absorbs
and wicks perspiration away from the hand. In independent
testing, the glove has been shown to absorb up to 18% of its
own weight in perspiration within 30 minutes, and up to 45%
within an hour. This moisture is then wicked away from the
hand, keeping the hand drier, more comfortable and healthier.
Megaman® isn’t just about comfort though. This is one of the
toughest and most hard-wearing nitrile gloves available on the
market. Both chemical and abrasion resistant, Megaman® at
0.22mm will last up to three times as long as a normal nitrile
glove. Its 280mm long cuff offers greater protection further
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up the arm, while the textured finish makes sure you have a
secure grip even in the wettest and oiliest environments.
As with all gloves from SW Safety Solutions, Megaman®
is accredited as being skin friendly by the Skin Health
Alliance. No other range of single use gloves has this or any
independent skin health certification.
Keypoint are also delighted to exclusively introduce to Ireland
Sixton Peak safety shoes and boots – The Origin of Quality
– which have been worn and trusted throughout Europe
for a generation. Utilising a lifetime of footwear design and
manufacturing experience with only the best Europeanmade components, Sixton epitomises everything you would
expect from an Italian-made range of footwear. Impeccable,
modern styling is combined with the latest manufacturing
technologies to deliver the most comfortable and long-lasting
safety footwear available anywhere on the market.
Also from Keypoint, ATG Intelligent Glove Solutions –
manufacturers of MaxiFlex, the world’s favourite work
glove – has a complete range of hand protection solutions
to meet almost every need. Whether you are working inside
or outside, in the heat or extreme cold, in either wet or
dry conditions, ATG have the perfect glove for the job. As
the only range of safety gloves that are pre-washed before
packing with independent accreditation from the Skin Health
Alliance, ATG gloves not only protect your hands, but are kind
to your skin.
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Advertise your job vacancy
with Hardware Jobs
Hardware Jobs (www.hardwarejobs.ie) is HAI’s hardware
industry-specific job board website, which gives hardware
retailers, merchants and suppliers the platform they need to
reach out to ideal candidates for their roles.

Why advertise with Hardware Jobs?

No more going through generic recruitment agencies
Targets those interested in entering or upskilling through the hardware industry
Find candidates for highly specific job openings
Weekly promotion of vacant jobs through HAI’s social media activity

HAI Member Offer

FREE Employer Registration for the rest
of 2018.
Standard rate is €100/year - which
includes:
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Unlimited job postings
Dashboard access to monitor and filter
applications
Access to a growing pool of candidates who
you can contact directly
Added publicity through HAI’s social media.

To find out more and to avail of our member-exclusive offer please contact
Aoife Kinsella at aoife@hardwareassociation.ie or call 01 2980969.

The start of a perfect finish.
Now you’re building.
Stairs wall: Tilbury Teal

Right wall: Gatsby Blue

OUR INSTANTLY RECOGNISABLE BRANDS ARE HOUSEHOLD NAMES,
TRUSTED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS AROUND THE WORLD.

Colour Curated for you
Our Stylists have curated collections of colours that
work together beautifully, to help you express your
taste and create the room you’ll love living in.
Explore the Moda Collection
/duluxirl

/duluxireland

As one of the world’s leading manufacturers
of adhesives and sealants, we employ more
than 400 research chemists and technicians in
10 regional technology centres with the sole
purpose of ensuring that our products meet the
very highest standards of innovation, quality
and performance.
Bostik Industries Limited
Newtown, Swords, Co. Dublin, Ireland
Phone: +353 1 862 4900, Fax: +353 1 840 2186
www.bostik.ie
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For more details and to order your display please contact
your local Fleetwood rep or call 049-854 7209

The minds behind French online powerhouse
ManoMano on life at the top
Plus! Our Building Materials & Supplies
Supplement has the recovery covered
www.thehardwarejournal.ie

